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ROY, MORA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1908,

V.

TerritoryNotes.

Birthday Surprise Dinner.
H EAR
Thuesday Aug. 20th being the fifty
J. E. Mathew, a successful fanner
third birthday of J. W. Tyler of this
0f
near Albuquerque, has corn that
ocBUSHKEVITZ
OF
A.
celebrated
S.
wife
the
city,
good
HOME
his
fourteen feet in height and
measures
were
which
with
a
to
casion
dinner;
DESTROYED
Respects
one
of which would make a
apples
Their
Pay
To
nvited the followingfriendsandneigh 400 Turn Out
BY FIRE
Piebors: Mr. and Mrs. Goodman, Mr.
To The "Noble Spaniard".
Mr. and Mrs.
The heaviest hail storm of the. sea-At ten o'clock Friday night George aid Mrs. Karlsruher,'
fully son passed over Las Vegas Friday
night
Tuesday
8:30
o'clock
At
Mrs.
Willcox,
Baum.
Mr.
and
S.
is.
Tindall was awakened by the the smell
I
r. and Mrs F. A. Roy, Mr. and four hundred enthusiastic men and doing great hamage to crops. Hail
of smoke and upon investigation found
pieces fell for
Floersheim, Mr. and Mrs. McKin- - women bad gathered in the Bushke I stones large as
th home of A, S. Bushkevitz to be
the Hon. fifteen minutes being- preceded by a
to
homage
pay
to
wr.
vitz
hall
ney,
Mrs.
T.
Lucero,
Mr,
and
on fire. Mr. Tindall at once spread the
Mr. and Mrs.' Wells, O. A. Larrazola who later gave a bnl- - cloud burst and heavy electrical storm.
alarm and by the firing o! revolvers the Mrs. Kitchell,
Mr. W. H. Baum, Mr. Eugene Roy' nam aaaress.
Th i;ttl tnwn nt Pnltn
whole Jown was on the scend. Men
,
After the orchestra had rendered
Misss May Mc- Mason,
Miss
Estella
d g ü
RaHwav was
th r.
but
immediatly
responded to the call
joersneim vjsiteQ-- yesterday by a cloud burst and
jacoo
r
a
seiecuon,
miss
ü'loersneim,
lavonve
Miss
Kinney,
Hilda
anything.
save
to
too
late
were
Minnie Pickering, Mrs. Tylers mother territorial committeeman, canea ine aimost the entire town being washed
Mr. and Mrs. Bushkevitz were neith- and grandma dickering besides a meeting to oraer ana presecieu nun.
ijve8 iostm
away
er at home, Mrs. Bushkevitz being on number of juveniles.
I Eugenio
omero, oí Mora, wnoin- a fishing trip in the mountains and
Tho mo in tuatiirí of thn harmv orvra-- 1 I traduced Hon. O. A. Larrazola with I In the case of the city of Santa Fe
,
,.
.
. .
. vs W.
!..
th
- H. Goebel to test thn validity of
Mr. Bushkevitz being out of town on sion was the very eiaDorate
nn-udinner a snorviaiK. Mr. iwuwru i
in
C11T
fire
started
ordnance requiring the pay- ranch business. The
- public speaker
and held his audience ine
at a quarthe servim? of which beean
I
c
and
sleeps
one
no
where
the parlor
nod twplvaanil lusted until a nuarterlto the man.
although its origin is not known it nftthrP. .
" vi- v. iC KUJ
When Mr. Larrizola arose to speak T,.
r
MsKia
is believed that 'twas the work of a
u"ue
by
great
his
ovation
The variety of viands served togeth he was given
No one had been in the er with the excellent cooking were democratic admirers.
n hnor'.
1 am not in
The French Land and Irrigation
1 ouse
since early Friday nnrnii g, indicative of true southern hospitality. favor of Woman Suffrage" was his I company has let the contract for con- as tl e boys wl o slept there had lock
not mat i woum creting the dam and outlet tunnel of
The Swaftika Club of which Mrs opening remara,
a tha house and had not been there
take away any of her rights, not its large reservoir sixteen miles north
waslargely
member
active
is
an
Tyler
until it was seen to be in flam s.
represented and jollity reigned su that I believe he would be swayed west of springer, to the Morrison Con- The fire bad probably been burning preme. The gathering was a complete by politicial views asare men but be- - structing company, of Denver. Fifty
men and thirty teams
an hour befora it was discovered surprise lo Mr. lyier ano nis evident cause sne nas a amereni, spnere in to seventy-tiv- e
when those who first arrived broke in embarrassment added mi'ch to the gen- - nature, a spnere m wnicn sne moves will be employed on the work which
at gives her a greater power than will take five months to complete. C.
doors and windows in an attempt to eral hilarity. Many toasts were of- extinguish the flames they found thnn fered and the future health and sue she could possible obtain by suffrage; R. Jay will be the operating manager.
selves in an oven of heat and a fog cess of Mr. Tyler was drank in excel for the hand that rocks the cradle is
A New Mexico Realty Sindícate has
the hand that rules the world'.
of smoke," no tooner had a door been lent wine imported for the occasion
been
organized under the law of our
Mr. Larrazola welcomed the new
opened until the flames shot up and in
Theadies spent the day In playing
Territory and its office at Santa Fe.
I
thp.il
mrVtv
v
marta
wramtl
hnva
was
Ln
a .1 mi 'ieti the entire building
progressive whist anu pieasan social
stockholders are composed of Lns
and hrches the
in V
,v
guests
asheet of flames. " :
forty
the
And
how
intercourse.
Angeles and Santa Fe capatlists and
the native settlers to
Tli loss is estimated to be near are busily engaged in trying to per new comers nd
t
of the concern is to nro-put
tojjether,
their shoulfier to the business
pull
Be
practically
total.
KKm and was
suade Mr. Tyler to have two birthdays
tL.. .
i,
.1.
o mote the development of the vast nat- .f
sides being expensively, furnished, every year Instead of one.
: I Uraf resources of the Sunshine Terri
7
common good.i
clothes and other valuables belonging
tory. "I'lfls is a great move for the
Strong arguments, yet some' ques- - Ifnt.tirP nf NPW
I
PkAnnA
l
f mn wUt,
to Miss Jessie Grouse and Messers,
bo thdvmiu
Ua
-I
ma
UO
lliai
were
,
tiotiable in there correctness,
Floyd
I
I
t
Ka
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fon
Will Dunn, Thomas
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111
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.
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.
4
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..."'0 ""'K1JI '1 .
A woatprn
"J
cuiue were v uiuukw
John Tasharski 'and Fred
Oirden,
r ,
new
are
wnicn
pouring
seiners
in.
Nothing to the conclusion that the people who Spaniard". President Rooseveltis un- Oifden were also burned.
Wild Horse (W:ley) Hill, the best
pay friendly to New Mexico and has done
was saved except three chairs a table, desire "miffs" in his paper must
stove, all ihp following nrices: For telling the done all in his. power to defeat her Bronco buster and cattleman of the
(UTA Cllíttt of lothes and a
statehood, fcven tnougn me ecos v aney, was arrested at Los
being smoked and charred until al nublic that a man is a successful citi- plea for
should have been in favor, Angeles, Cal.,' on the charge of horse
is
he
president
everybody
we
that
knows
izen when
most useless. As we go to press
2.
is not, and thus the stealing. Alleged crime was commit- Cannon
75;
Speaker
government
mule.
the
whether
as
lav
Wv'nnt learned as to
help as, for says ted near Carlsdad, Eddy County.
not
could
president
one
as
'reierinir
citizen
deceased
to
insurance.
in
by
covered
property is
I
.Qnonlfai. Ina ("!ariTinn
l(Wilrl TrnrGA11 ia trnnwn all
Uf..
.2
r
n.M.nla
i iuy .i
il..
w- 1
mo
i
me turne uuumiu-- im,
wholsmourneu
greatest
his
as
world
palm
of
the
bronco
in
the
president
only
hold
rider
be
the
whpn
will
v
he
he knows
nit
-alive, having preformed before the
Kansas Valley Cines.
missed by the poker circles, M.8;
a- - crownea
came
now
neaas oi Europe, in Buffalo
n
told
Mr.
as
Larrazola
female
iralttvantini?
Li
some
f0rrin
to
Mrs.
and
Mrs. LillieWood
I
I
.
Ttnnhlip.n
.
had
s..
j
Show.
nlfttform
West
tho
Wild
i j
Rills
i
-thit
jcoouir wu.
r
Brown entertained their Kansas Val an estímame iauy wihmu it i
Mexico
siaienoim.
New
few days ago at the
promised
a
man
One
business
evening
in
lev friends to dinner Sunday in honor to meet, when every ,
of
Republicans
prominent
'Only
after
coming
in
devil
Nara
depot
a crowd of boys
Visa
see
the
daughter
and
would
rather
town
of Mrs. D. Ella Romine
New Mexico nan neggea me commu- - were amuBing themselves on the plat- see
to
than
Cher
and
all,
hoofs
for
Tuesday
with
horns,
left
who
Miss Grace
tee three days iney promisea mis anu orni. Sidney Sbylock being in the
ry vale, Kansas. The diversion of the da y her coming towards them, Í3.10; for
an
pounder
I doubt there sincerity", said ne. center of the crowd, had a large pock- pulpit
was music and social conversation calling an ordinary
(6TÍRO for twelve VearS haS had I A Lnifa mi
Mcur
u.
.1.. lie
aA OUUCUbJjr
sending
a.x...
60
for
din
j
cents;
beingthe
divine,
eminent
id nuit In liia" iwuu auu
the most enjoyable time
delegate to congress and wag startled by someone who was
Republican
with
poetry
a
served
heaven
were
to
tough'
guests
sinner
the
a
ner hour when
we are as far from statehood as we standing behind him. He threw out
with a delicious and bountiful dinner $5.00.
twelve years ago". , "
were
his hand and hit Lyman Hillhouse
Those present were Mr. and Mrs
good with u cutting entirely through hU
a
is
razolo
Lai
A.
O.
Hon.
School.
Public
Mrs
Romine,
Ella
Khplhv Gross Mrs.
and puts forth a strong and Lathes and making a bad gash in his
The Rov Public' School will begin speaker
Alice Drúmheller, Miss Grace Ro
Roy Mondav. September Hth. The school
rr auuuuieu. luomjurj uieu proiusely,
mine, Messers, T. M. Ogden,'
- nent credit for the work he has done but is not considered dangerous.
TerriFloyd
the
to
0l3a.
according
graded
will
be
Wol,
believes that at the polls a man
torial Course of Study. The first and and
should lay party prejudices aside anc
Uibarri-Maes- tas
Nuptials
second grades will be taught by Mrs.
Warning To Live Stock Owners,
vote as his conscience tells him.
includ
grades
other
the
Scott,
Anna
George
Mr.
Uibarri
of DeHaven
meeting
Jacob Floersheim closed the
of ing the eigth will be taught by the
I again wish to call the attention
Miss
Maria
and
Martina
Maestas of
pro
timely
address,
and
with a short
cat principal,
11 live stock owners to herd their
Carizo will be married Monday Aug.
Bryai
of
W.
J.
election
the
phesying
law
,
O. H. Kerts,
Bueyros N. M. the ceremony
tle and pen up their hogs, as the
and a Democratis victory in' Nev list at
Roy School.
loose
running
be
to
Principal
stock
forbids live
by Rev. Father Lam-f- a
performed
being
Larrazola
Mexico and assuring Mr.
Mr.
r.
Francisco
at large.
Wibarri and wife
witl.
were
Roy
of
Democrats
with drivers and that the
TOanfori- - Tpam
I also wish to inform the property wo
' first, last and will act as best people. After the cer. W will need for sand, him
him
for
ar.d
owners of the town to clean up about gravel and cement haul, at theFrench .
emony the happy couple will return to
s.
I
Carizo where the feast will be held at
their premises so as to avoid diseases. band UO'S. reservun v,t ") Itt" milpa
prob
political
evening
Laiéinthe
should north-weof Springer, 15 to 20 good loma
ones, the home of the brides parents. Both
All rubbish and waste paper
social
for
aside
were
laid
barrels and teams at once for next 3 or 4 months, and the seats were cleared away for a of the young people are well
13 put in waste lioxes and
known
by day contract or hundred. Apply
tne musiu
hereahd the Soanish-Ampr- i,.,.
burned.
t works or address us at Cimarron, dance,
i
jiui .
Hanson,
rioersneim,
irvin
(juadaupe Garcia,
Messers Al
in
with
congratulations
M.
all
N.
FloerMrs.
and
Peace
Jacob
the
of
and
Lest
Justice
Max Krause
wishes.
Morrison Contracting M. Co.
and Health Officer.
' sheim.
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Song and Insectivorous Birds; killi- TERRISORY OF NEW- MEXICO, ) IN THE DISTRICT COURT THEREOF,
Synopsis of the U. S.
)
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT,
ng- op injury prohibted. Penajty, $50 COUNTY OF COLFAX.
Government Land Law.
fine and 30 days imprisonment.
Floersheim Mercontile Company, a Corporation, Plaintiff, vs Alfredo
Thomas McGrath, Adell McGrath de Bushkevitz, Alexander S.
All men and women over 21
OPEN SEASON POR FISH.
Bushkevitz,
her husband, Luisa McGrath de Regensberg, Benjamine Regen-deryears of age, widows, and per- Mountain Trout (all species) with
McGrath, a minor, Carlos McGrath, a minor,
her
husband,
sons under 21 years of age who rod, hook and line only; May 15th to Rufina McGrath, aTrinidad
minor, Cecelia McGrath, a minor, Trinidad Lucero, Isare the heads of families, who October 15th of each year. Size limit, abel Romero de Lucero, Pedro McGrath, a minor, Felicita McGrath, a mi
are not owners of more than 160 not less than 6 inches. Weight limit, nor, una Dolerías McUartn a minor, Defendants.
acres of land, who are citizens or 15 pounds per day. Penalty, $50 fine NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That on the 24th day of February, 1905,
.TnsA Tl Mnflrftth now dnrvnupd. mil rip. executed and delivered to the above
have declared their intention to and 60 days imprisonment.
named
plaintiff, a mortgage covering the real property hereinafter described
become citizens of the United
Bass (large and small mouth spec- to secure
the payment of 3,800. UO payable six montns aner oave, wuibu
States are qualified to make a ies) with rod, hook and line only; mortgage was
on the 6th day of February 1902, recorded in this office of
homestead entry.
May 15th to October 15th of each year. the Probate Clerk and
Recorder of Mora County. Thereafter
Not later than six months from Weight limit, 25 pounds per day. there being a default in the terms of said mortgage, the plaintiff on the
a suit against ine auove nameu uf
date of entry the homestead Penalty, $59 fine and 60 days impris- ZUtn day of August, 1097, commended
for the foreclosure of said
D.
fendants,
McGrath,
Jose
late
of
heirs
said
resiclaimant must establish his
onment. Unlawful to sell, or expose mortgage, and on the 25th day of June 1908, the Court herein rendered judg
dence upon the land, and after or offer for sale, or for any common ment decree ordering sale of the property and appointing th undersigned,
fourteen months of actual resi- carrier, express company, agent or W. H. Holly, special master to sell property to saurfy inaepieuuesa.
dence, if he has resided upon and employe thereof, to receive or have in MOTIOÉ IS THEREFORE HEREBY GIVEN, That the undersign, W.
of said order of court, sell the said
cultivated the land, can commute possession or transport for market R. Holly, will, under and by virtue
property to so much therefore as may be necessary to satisfy the sum oi
of
rate
at
the
land
the
for
or pay
any game animals, birds or fish pro- One Thousand, Seventy-si- x
Dollars, ($1,016.04), the sun due on
and
$1.25 per acre, when the claim tected by law in this Territory. Pen finid mnrtornirp). Jnnn 'Zith. and nest hidder for casn. on oafuruay,
o'clock in the forenoon said
ant wül receive patent to the land alty, $100 fine.
dv of SemiMtiher 19tW. at the hour of ten
Office,
situated on lot seven of
United
riav
thn
Post
nf
in
States
front
claimgovernment.
It
from the
The use of dynamite, drugs, or per
Colfax County,
twenty-on- e
of
Springer,
Town
street
in
on
Third
block
ant does not wish to commute, he mitting saw dust to pass into any of New Mexico.
can reside continuously upon the the public waters of this Territory in The following is a description of the real property to be Bold as described
land five years, and upon filling which are game food fish is a felony. in said mortgage and order of court. Said property being located in the
proof that he has done so, will Trespassing on posted private prop coumties of Colfax and Mora, Territory of New
The south half of the southeast quarter of section 17, and the north hair
receive a patent to the land.
erty prohibited. Penalty. $100 fine
of
the northeast quarter of section 20, township 19, north, range 29, east,
Soldiers who served in the war and 60 days imprisonment.
160 acres and know as the McGrath Ranch.
containing
of the rebellion, the Spanish or
W. E. Griffen, Warden.
Also the south half of the southwest quarter of section 17, and the east
half of the northwest quarter of section 20, township 19 north, range b,
the Philippine wars are entiled
F. A. Roy, Deputy.
east, also containing 160 acres.
to have the time of service not
de
Leyes
y
Caza
Also 373 acres of land at Guadalupe, Mora County, N. M. situated
Pesca.
exceeding four years counted as
fourteen miles north of the town of Mora, N. M., and known as
about
DEL TERRITORIO de NEUVO MEXICO.
residence on the land.
survey No. 37. of the official servey of said County of Mora, partly
Según Enmendadas por la Asambla improved and with dwelling and other improviiments thereon. This place
The widow of a deceased sol,
also known as "Halfway House".
dier who never used his home- Legislativa 37ma, p en efecto desda y being
twenty (20) of
(4 A) in block No.
(4)
A
four
No.
Also,
four
and
lots
1907.
21,
de
después
Marzo
stead right, can make a soldier's
Springer, N. M. with two dwellings houses aDd other improvements thereon.
de CAZA
homestead entry and is required Venrdo ESNACION
(51), Springer, N. M.
Also lots one to twelve, inclusive, in block fifty-on- e
con
solamente con
fifty-tw- o
Springer, N. M.
(52),
block
inclusive,
in
twelve,
to reside personally on the land fusil: Octubre cuernos,
to
one
and
lots
15
30 de
(53). Springer, N. M.
and lots one to twelve inclusive, in blck fifty-thrfor one vear. If A WdOW 01 a cada ano. Limite aunNoviembre
Pena, and lots one to twelve, inclusive, in "Slock seventy (79), Springer, N. M.
deceased soldier has died or $100,00 multa y 60 diasvenado.
(85) Springer, N. M.
and lots one to twelve, inclusive, in block eighty-fivencarcelade
again married, his minor child miento.
Also lots two (2), two A (2 A) and three (3), in block twenty of Springer,
ren, through a guardian, can
N. M.
Alce, Carnero Cimarron, Nutria,
Dated, Springer, Colfax Coanty, New Mexico, this 20th day of -- August,
make a soldier's homestead en- Ptarmigan (codorniz
-- ;
fblanco,) prohib-d- o
1908.
- v?V.
try.
en
o
que
maten,
se
dañen,
cabtrren
Holly,
W.
R.
dies,
claimant
homestead
a
If
,
Special Master appointed by the Court
todo tiempo. Pena $500.00YmuH& y 90
the land goes to the widow, if he dias encarcelamiento.;
for the sale of said property.
- .
leaves one; if not to his heirs.
FaisanesVCodornVzes, del
fyntilope,
Neither the widow nor the heirs orient Palomas Silvestres portejidos
are required to live oi the land haita Mayo 13, 1910. Pena $100. mulNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
but must Keep up me impruv ta yVOO dias de encarcelamiento.
Interior.
of
the
Department
Department
of the Inierior,
ments.
Tórtolas solo con fusil; Julio 15 a
States Land Office,
United
Any homesteader, who by
United States Land Office,
1 de cada ano.
Pena $100 multa
Clayton, N. M. August 21, 1908.
of crops, sickness or any Mayo
N M. August 21, 190P.
Clayton,
de
encarcelamiento.
60
y
dias
Notice is hereby given that
other unavoidable casualty is un
Notice is hereby given that
silvestre, Perdices, Gallinas Refujina Archuleta, of Roy, N. M
able to make a living for himself delGallina
A. Vance, of Roy, N, M.,
William
Octubre
con
ampo
fusil;
solo
who, on July 13, 19055, made name who, on May 15, 1902, uiade
and familv on his claim, can se
cure a leave of absence not ex Novembre y Diciembre de cada ano- stead entry No. 4797, (serial no. homestead entry no. 3764, (serial
NE 4
NE
fípedinsr one year. When a leave Pena, $100 y 60 dias de encarcelamie- 0780), for SE
no.0784), for lots 6, 7, 10 and 11,
section 8, W 2 SW 4 section 6, township 20 N., range
i
SE
.,- .
of absence is granted, the fímo'nta,
.. i
r, ,
the settler is absent must be porhiba que se maten o injurien. Pe- section 9, township 19 N., range 27 E N,M, P. Meridian, has filed
made up at the end of five years na, 50 multa y 30 dias de encarcela- 27 E., N. M. P. meridian, hasfiled notice of intention to make final
notice of intention to make final five year proof, to establish claim
residence and cultivation requir- miento.
..
'
five year proof to establish chim
ed by law.
EStancion de Pesca
to the land above described, be- Truchas (todas especias) con vara, to the land above described, be foreW.H. Willcox, U,S. Court
anzuelo y sedal solamente: Mayo 15 a fore W; H. Wdlcox, U. S. Court
Game and Fish Laws
(jommissioner, at ins ornee in
Octubre' 15 de cada ano' Limite de ta- Commissioner, at his office in
Roy. N. M.. on the 2nd day of
Of the Territory of New Mexico, as maño no
iremos que 6. pulgadas. Li- fínv. N. M. on the 2nd day of October, 1908.
As37th
Legislative
amended by the
mite de peso 15 libras par dia. Pena October 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
sembly and in force from and after $50 multa y 6o dias deencarcelamieno.
Claimant names as witneses: fenry 'Stone, John Tasharski,
March 2lst, 1907.
Perca(espéciés de boca grande y jte- - Irenio Martinez, Antonio J.
'ablo P. Brnch, Juan Jose
OPEN SEASON FOR GAME.
auena) con vara, anzuelo y sedal sol
Jose Garcia, Juan de
of Roy, N. M.
Deer with horns with gun oniy: amente: Mayo 15 a Octubre 15 de cada
Dios Lopez, all of Roy, N. M.
30th
of
each
November
15th
to
October
Edward W. Fox,
ano. Pena 50 multa y 60 dias de
Edward W. Fox,
10-1- 0
year, Limit, one deer. Penalty, $100
Legister.
Register.
tine and 60 days imprisonment. Elk,
ilegal para vender, o exponer
Sera
Mountain Sheep, Beaver, Ptarmigan; o ofrecer para vender, o para cualqukilling, capturing or Injuring prohib- iera ferrocarril, compañía de expaeso
ited at all times, Penalty, $500 fine agente o emplado de ellas, para recib
, w.,, ..........
'A'l Vhísand 90 days imprisonment.
o tener en posesión, o trrsportar
ir
Antelope, Pheasants, Bob White para mercado cualquiera de los ani
Quail, Wild Pigeon; protected until males, aves o pescadas protejidos bor
March 13, 1910. Penalty, $100 fine and ley en esto Territorio, Pena,$100de
60 days imprisonment.
multa.
Turtle Dovewith gun only; July
El uso de dinamita drogas, o per
15th to Mav 1st of each year. Penalty, mitiendo que pase rscerrin a cualqui
?
$.00 fine and 00 days imprisonment
era de las aguas publicas del Territo
Grouse,
Mountain
Turkey,
Wild
rio en la cual se hallr pescado sera
R
Prairie Ghiken with gun only; Octo una felonía.
k?r, November and Dsmnler of each
Se prohibe trespases propiedad pri
Penalty, 8100 fine and 60 days
vada en la cual hay avisos colocados
imprisonment.
Pena. $100 y 60 dias deencarcelamien
Quail (native or crested) with gun to.
"
only: Ocolier, November, Decerning
W. E. Griffin,
S
'.?':.:- -;
r
;,
Guardian de Caza y Pesca.
u ii J January of each year. Penalty.
Deputado.
F. A. Roy,
Un and CO days imprisor.m.'nt.
BED RIVER CANYON.
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Such a garden bears almost as close
a relation to architecture as the house
itself. It is the skill of the gardener
combined with that of the architect
that, brought about so interesting a
detail as the foundation and pool
standing under the silver poplar tree.
It is improbable that a design with
its details so closely related as are
the details of this house and garden
should be the work of more than one
hand. The situation is different in the
case of the average country house, and
the New York architect who puts up
a country house does no more than
settle on the general plan of the
nrrtpn what
nnsitinn
it is tn bnlrl
"
l
in relation to the house, what its size
should be ana sometning about its
general character. Even his decision
on these points is likely to be in tne
nature or a suggestion, ror tne land
scape gardener is tne nnai autnoruy.
have
Some New York architects
certain gardeners who do all their
with them on
work and
plans. Yet in this case the architect
assumes no responsibility for the
work, allowing, the practical gardener
to have all the credit as well as the
blame in.case the owner Is not pleased.
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The Wisdom of the Serpent.
"Down In Bermuda," said a Cincln-

Buying paint used to be like the natian, "I heard Mark Twain makelit-agroup of
proverbial buying of a "pig in a speech i about snakes to a
eat The
Mixtures in which chalk,
Poke."
ground rock etc predominated were cou'ldnot appreciate it. It flew over
ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEM
AS
marked and sold as "Pure White their neads
SOLVED IN GERMANY.
..T reniember the humorlst'e eonclus- Lead," the deception not being ap- parent until the paint and the paint- - on
ing were paid for. This deception is
'Never warm a serpent In your
A House That Was Built on a Hillside
still practiced, but we have learned to bosom,' he wound up. 'It is far easier
to warm it by placing it under the pll
'expose it easily.
and a Garden Laid Out to Match
low or an Intimate irieno. .
Conmanv.
larethe
Lead
National
It, with Similar Details
est makers of genuine Pure White
in Both.
In the September Century.
Lead, realizing the Injustice that was
A full account of the Wright Broth- being done to both property owners
New York City. Whether the
Tinnpst nalnt.
the first popular State- nun"
manufacturers, set urs' aeroillane.
J
icli or the landscape gardener should
and the re
experimenta
of
their
merit
safe,
buying
paint
about to make
supply the plans for the garden of the
thereof prepared by the .invent- They first adopted a trade mark,
new house is one of the questions
v..
Painter," and ur, win uppetu in iurj ucig have been
now famous "Dutch-Boraised during the recent revival of in- tury. Accounts heretofore
put this trademark, as a guaranty of only brief
terest in gardens. As a rule, the
accom
statements of bare
purity, on every package of their plishments, without explanation 01 tne
formal rococo gardens are much less in
White Lead. They then set about manner in which results were obtained.
familiarizing the public with the The article will have timely interest,
blow-piptest by which the purity from the fact that the brothers have
and genuineness of White Lead may contracted to deliver to the United
be determined, and furnished a blow- States government a complete ma
pipe free to every one .who would chine, the trials of which are sched
write them for it. This action was in uled for the latter part of this montn.
Itself a guaranty of the puilty of NaEasily Accounted For.
tional Lead Company's White Lead.
There's some dreadful
Mrs.
Dewtell
As the result of this open dealing
In this conATLANTIC CITY BEAUTY.
has only him thrilling scenes, Ephriam,
the paint" buyer
story
I'm reading. This Is the
tinued
self to blame If he is defrauded. For
"Tho nmr
It ,l,lo ,r .Vila íroolrThe Fashionable Summer Resort Js test outfit and valuable booklet on
with
listened,
sat
ng
and
captive
trenlbli
Munyon.
Now Talking About Mrs.
.
.. .
XTci,t.nl T naA í"vi- - I.
TinlTli iTlcr aAAvaaa
i
i...w.,B1 iui-oicame.
wui- hntPri
nut noDoav
pany, Woodbridge Bldgj., New York.
Eohrlam (with a dry chuckle)
Atlantic City, N. J. The most talked.
P'r'aps
he didn't use the right kind of
of woman In Atlantic City just now Is
',!
QUITE SAFE WITH HER. :
bait,.
Mrs. J. M. Munyon, wife ot the patent
medicine man. She is declared by One Secret "Tootsie" Surely Never
many to be the most beautiful woman
Would Pass Along.
DENVER DIRECTORY
at the fashionable summer resort, as
well as the most stylishly gowned and
"John, love," said the young wife, 0 T D V C REPAIRS of every known make
Terrace Garden, Where Only Architec groomed. She is equally admired
furnace or range. Ow.
oughtn't to have any Becrets from 0 I U V L of1881stove,
"you
tural Treatment Is Possible.
Lawrence. Denver, Phone Via
A. Pollen,
whether she wears a simple, frock of
me."
í
teresting to the average owner of a pink or white linen with soft turn
BROWN PALACE HOTEL
"Well, Tootsie?"
or
throat,
revealing
her
Upward.
over
collar
81.50
and
Kuropenn
l'lan.
you
country estate than the less formal
"You go to lodge meetings, and
gowned In one of her
kinds of MEB- Healer In all
I
I nnV
kind, since they are out of place ex whether she is
never
tell me anything about them." Drill
Mrs
HAN nisi-;- . Matnmotn cata
DUIl li LUUIV
cent In connection with elaborate Doullet or' Francais models.
interest you, dear: log manea iree.I Corner 16th and Blake,
"They
wouldn't
Munyon is the daughter of Daniel
Denver.
houses.
I don't mind giving you the password,
disreg
to
of
the
garden
never
Even the smallest
though,, if you'll promise
THE COLORADO TENT & AWNING CO.
,
ular rococo style requires also a house
Goods House In the West. Ore
close it y a living soul."
Camp and lAwn FurniCluthH.
Kilter
any
io
It
never,
to
tell
of some architectural pretensions be
'"I'll promise
s.
ture, Hammocks, Blankets and
longing to the same period as the gar1043 iJiwrence St., Ilobt. 8.
body."
of the incongru
den. Illustrations
"Remember it's to be repeated only C.ntNball, Prenlilent, Denver.
ob
to
itv arising from failure
once and very rapidly."
DENVER BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
serve this rule are seen in many coun
"I'll remember. What is it?"
Greatest School of Shorthand and
Colorado's
with
"Aldaborontlphosclphorniostlcos."
try houses to which the owners
Building. Bent
la
Ituslneas.
Shorthand taughl by owner, who Is
more recklessness than taste have add"What? Tlease say it again, a lit- West.
branches
experienced reporter; commercial
Fall aessldn
by accountant and office man.
ed formal rose gardens. When these
tle slower."
AURuat 31. Students may enter any
President,
houses are plain white colonial struc"Have you forgotten the conditions time. Address O. II. ARTLIP,
and very cor. W. 37th Av. & Bryant St., Denver, Colo.
tures the incongruity Is particularly
already? I said 'only once
'
disturbing.
rapidly.' " '
away
from
is
garden
far
When the
(Tearful pause.)
tfc
house the case is different. It is
"0, dear! I wish you hadn't told
when the garden is regarded as a part
me!".
SHORTHAND,. .. ;
of the house that uniformity between
l CiLjE.'tvlrl1 I,
ivi.Ui LUKEWARM LOVER.
I PREPARATORY
ISPAMSU,
essen
even
important,
most
Is
them
Tmlns for the best positions: erodtutes In manr
tial.
lines throughout the Weal earning us hliih as $MOJ
.
chu""K re.
er your, ral term sept.
The view printed here exhibits a
Jvtunyon,Prin.,6'2üChurles HulldlnK. Denver
so
as
garden which wa3 regarded
The M. J.O'FALLON SUPPLY CO.
much a part of the house with which
WHOLESALE
it was connected as to be of the nature
It gives
Plumbing and Steam Gooda
of parlors in the open air.
Bollorsand radiators for heating residences
a striking idea of the extent to which
and public buildings. General steam and waarchitectural means may legitimately
ter works supplies; pipe and fittings, valve
and packing, urass pipe, sewvr pipe, ueuieu,
out
be used In a small garden.
Karden hose, fire hoae. etc. Inquire for
anonial Tlln. PlltllniT tools. Write for general
The house is situated in the Rhine
OFFICE, 1518 yYNKOOP sT
Information.
DENVER. COLORADO.
country in Germany. It Is built on
the side of a steep hill commanding
E. E. (JURUNGAME 4. CO.,
a beautiful view over the valley to the
side.
mountains lying on the other
The Girl Yes, Willie, I think we'd ASSAY OFFICE
The garden terrace is on a level with
call our engagement oft!
better
Established inColorado,1866. Samples by mailor
Mrs. J. M. Munyon.
the house.
express will receive prompt and careful attention
The Boy Why, Genevieve?
It is built up from the side of the Neff, a Pennsylvania attorney, and is
The Girl Well. I'm just thinkln1 Gold &SllYe. Bullion
AMD
AMALGAMATION
CONCENTRATION,
hill and the stone garden wall Is more a woman of more than ordinary edu that any man that can Bit with his
00 lbs. to carload Iocs
usu
hours,
walls
garden
for
four
necessity
fishin'
tectc
than
girl,
a
of
back to a
CTANlub
Wr(te for termS,
cation
ally are. The wooden wall and gate
Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.
8
ain't very much In love!
Opposes Women Judges.
at the end of the garden are also archi- A Double Miss
tPftnrai necessities, since the ter
A writer in one of the Eastern pa
Citiman Now that you're living in
race ends here.
pers says that it is a mistake to think
you miss the early
The proximity of the garden to the that women judges could do better the country don't
DUStie 01 me city .
ana
tnvpnilo
i
is
courts.
noise
the
mnrnlne
He
necessary
the
for
tho
it
made
has
house
if
I miss the 6.54
do
I
PreSociety
Suburbs
the
for
continuation
of
the
.orrAtnrv
architect to treat it as a
y
one
rress.
of the dwelling. So the lattices for the vention of Cruelty to Children in New train. New
vines aualnst the wall, the arbor, the York and ought to be able to form an
Your Druggist Will Tell You
benches, all these carry out the color opinion on the subject, and his conPompdv Turps Eves.
Vun
tl.i
.j
'
limo ir.,.;ns
o
scheme of the house. On the top clusion "from facts, not theory," he Makes .uiaiii
Weak Eyes Strong, uoesn i oiiran.
of the upper terrace is the kitchen says, "Is that girls would rather take boothes Eye l'am ana oens ior ouc.
The Lurneat Weatern Dcpnrdnent Store
a man than a woman into their con
garden.
and Mnll Order House,
juve
a
of Human Hair.
judge
in
Miles
female
Is
a
and
treatment
fidence
architectural
Here the
BO
miles
as
40,000 People Shop here by Mail
The average woman carries
of a wholly different kind from that nile court would be as unsuccessful constructhead.
In
the
her
on
of hair
We are pleasing others. We can
demanded in the rococo garden. There ornamental. Women
please you.
are
thinks,
he
work,
evergreens
the
of
part
Ive
no
paths,
per.
nre no straight
FITS, fit, Vitus Dance and Nervons Dlseas
Return anything that disappoints.
Ur. K line's Great Nerve Kestoror.
manentlr our ed fc.00
into the form of chickens or less not successful.
bottle and treatise. Dr. Ask for our Mail Order Bulletin.
trial
(tend for
E H. Kline. LdJ"31 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
msIIv identified animals. The only
Fine feathers make fine birds; but
solution of the problem of a garden
make them taste any bet
A wise man is apt to know when he
perched on the side of a steep hill was they don't
ter.
design.
Denver, Colorado,
has enough before he gets it
U rough its architectural
1
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horizon glass of a sextant when day
observations are taken. It carries a
central wire for night work, on which
a star, a light ashore or afloat or other
small object may be brought In line.
On the darkest nights the altitudes
CAPT. GADSEN PERFECTS DEVICE of the stars may be taken with the
TO CORRECT FALSE HORIZON.
spanner. In the daytime, when the
horizon is obscured and the limbs of
the sun are brought between the legs
Relatively as Valuable as Sextant-- All of the instrument, the altitude of the
sun's center is obtained and the true
Reward Inventor Seeks Is to
is established.
horizon
Ocean
Made
Has
He
Know
Capt. Gadsen invented the InstruTravel Safer.
ment after his retirement from an acpre
tive seafaring life. Its value as an
Washington. There has been
aid to navigation was recognized by
of
navigation
of
to
bureau
the
sented
English mariners and it was suggest
ingenious
the United States navy an
device to aid in taking observations ed that a company be formed for the
to determine a ship's position, and manufacture of the auxiliary to the
which, If adopted, will not yield, and sextant, but Capt. Gadsen, who is mid
and "set" in his ideas, would
is not expected to yield a dollar of
profit to the inventor, Capt. H. A. Gad-se- not consider the proposition. The sat
a retired mariner, now enjoying isfaction that he will derive, and all
the comforts of life ashore at No. 6 he asks for, is the approval of the nav
igators who find his invention to be
Binden road, London.
Capt. GadsenV invention is as im- practical and helpful. He would rather
portant relatively as Jhe sextant itself. .know that a hundred ships had laid a
true, course and avoided danger with
the aid of his spanner horizon than to
I
receive a hundred thousand guineas.
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Japan Raises Monument to Russians
Killed at Port Arthur.

r.Q
Nil

London.--Th- e
peaceful epilogue of
a great military drama was given at
Port: Arthur recently when a curious
picturesque and touching ceremony
was performed. - Througn tne initia
tive of Gen.: ; Osliimá, governor ' ol
Kwang-Tung- ,
Japan has put up a col
lective monument to the remains ot
the Russian defenders slain in the
siege of Port Arthur. "Tbis meásuro
serves two purposes," says "L'lllus-tration.- "
"Many of the Soldiers, in the
first place, had a merely provisional
burial. They were burtedhere. they
fell, , and the placeras .jnajfke,d' ify a.
cross 6fv wood or tincarveij,' stone.
This made of Port Arthur agrave-yad
that was eloquent but, not dignified. In the second place,' tjie proverbial rapacity of the low clasV Chinese does not spare the poor 'remains of :the dead. To steal a button
from a tunic, the scabbard of a sword,
If not rings Watches and other valuable objects, the thieves will dig up
the corpses and profane them without
the slightest compunction. Therefore,

t
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lomachs and Bowels of
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Clarified Sugar
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The Japanese navy used it in the war
with .Russia, and to its employment
the "commanders of eight ships as'
cribed in a large measure their ability
,,
to surprise the enemy?
...
.
Divested of its technical nomencla'
ture, the invention, which' Is called the
"spanner horizon,"' Is Intended to correct a false horizon,', which the navl
gator dreads almost as ' much as he
does the uncharted sunken rock, for
he may be carried many miles out of
his course, and not Infrequently to
dangerous ambush, in the pathles
lane he is following.
Ever since the time .when' the hardy
Norsemen ventured out of sight of
land, guided only by a rude compass,
dependence has been, placed upon the
sea horizon for those observations of
the celestial bodies which enabled the
navigator to fix his position upon and
Bhape his course across the vast expanse of the oceans. When the horizon is obscured the observations cannot be taken, and
and uncertain has to be
nlaced on dead reckoning, the heav
ing of the lead line and the cries of
the lookout. This Is the case, even
when the sun or stars are 'shining
brightly and only the horizon is

1

Ü1

die-age-

Capt. Gadsen and His Instrument.
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Ánprfrct Remedy for Constipa
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c
Bishon.Fyson of Hokkaiao, japan,
tells of coming across a Japanese sol
dier who had been converted to
through having been
Christianity
saved from death, at the hands of a
because. he chanced to
Russian simply .....
it.',
b wearing a little silver cross mai
Rus-- '
one
the
of
from
taken
had been
sian dead.
x.

Wlnilow'a Soothlnsr Syrnp.

Mr.
the, jiirns, reduce,
For children teethlni, .often,
25c a bottle.
allays pain, cure, wind
When women, argue they
argue that they don't.
Vito

Alien'

Foot-r.a-

like to

se

CureBtlred,nchnu,iswTOtlngí(Tt;.iiíc. Trial package
tree. A. 8. Olmsted,! Hoy, Ji.V.

It doesn't pay to borrow trouble even
on a friend's account.

malte and ielta more

I 3.00 and 83.50 Rlioet than any
II men's
other manufacturer In the world,
Dónela

W.

they hold their shape, fit better,
and wear longer than any other make
Shoei it All Prices, for Every Member ofth

tamiiy, en, BoysWomen, Miases L Children
W.l.Dontlu 14.00 ana $0.00 OUtEdm 8howcuiil
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No Suhstltute. W. L. Dougla
name and prlre Is .tamped on bottom Sold
part 01 me woria. v.aiiuuuui; irec.
W. L. UOUULAS, HI Spirt I., BroclitoB.
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The . great danger, and which has
lured many a good ship to her destruction,, is the counterfeit horizon, which
appears so clear and well defined that
It will deceive experienced navigators
men who have been deceived before
by the same false assurance that they
were looking upon the real horizon.
Secure In the belief that his "sights
are good," which is the nautical way
of saying that the safety signals are
set, the mariner stands boldly on his
course only to find that he is several
miles but of his reckoning, and has
made a. bad landfall.
The' spanner, horizon Is so called .
cause It '.exactly spans the periphery
of the sun's Image reflected on the
'

be-"-

TOILET ANTISEPTIC
Inauguration

of

Port Arthur
ment.

Keeps the breath, teeth, mouth and body
aritiseptically clean and. free from unhealthy germ-lif- e
and disagreeable odors,
which water, soap and tooth preparations
alone cannot do. A
germicidal, disinfecting and deodorizing toilet requisite
of exceptional excellence and economy. Invaluable
for inflamed eyes,
throat and nasal and

Monu

for convenience .in guarding tne
graves, a3 well as for the honor due
to the brave, the collective tomb was
made and dedicated in the presence
of mingled emissaries of the czar and
,
the Japanese authorities."
Gen. Log! was delegated by the emperor of Japan to preside at the function. On his side the czar sent Gen.
Gerugrao and Admiral Massevltch, as
well as Gen. Tchitchakov, commandant of the troops of Harbin, and many
ot
officers and privates, all
Port Arthur. The wounds and stairs
of conflict were still to be seen on
''
them.
:
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SENT FREE
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with but little labor and Investment !
of capital. Clay for
red
and white sandstone, and limestone ex- ist In large quantities and of commercial quality. Near Wagon Mount de- posits of alum are reported,
THE STOCK INDUSTRY.
According to this, year's assessment
the county has about 15'000 cattle- 76'- 919 sneep- and 3'000 goatsAs a mat"
tep Qf fact these flgures should be mul.
tipliel at least by two. The wool pro- duced In the county amounts to about
750,000 pounds annually, and the cattle
shipped out annually total almost a3
many as the assessment credits the
county with. It has an ideal range and
the raising and fattening of beef cattle
is one of the principal Industries
around Wagon Mound, Watrous, and
other settlements. The eastern portion
is devoted entirely to stock raising
The mesas support numerous flocks of
sheep and herds of cattle. This Im
mense stock range is well watered and
has good shelter In its breaks and
canons. ' The grass is very nutritious,
being
black gramma
and blue joint, and
,
m808t
a ,g cut fQ
n
yielding
as high as two tons to the acre. For
tunes have been made in Mora county
by stock raising, and the man who pos
sesses capital, some experience and
business ability can invest money to
no better purpose than in this Industry.
brick-makin-

TERK1TOIUAL.

Andrews... Delegate In Congress
George Curry. .Governor o New Mexico
W. H.

wMiS"'
SB Davis

:",ChiSrej?.U.e

District AttS
Secu'ndino Komero. District Court Clark

g,

-

-

-

COUNTY.

Malaqulas Martinez
Councilman
Representative
E. H. Biernbuum
Representative
E. E. Studley
Jose Vivian Frezquiez. . .Probate Judge
Juan Navarro
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Juan B. Martinez
Chas. U. Strong. Treasurer and Collector
Assessor
Albino Martinez
Ricardo Martinez
Superintendent of Schools
..Surveyor
Alex S. Bushkevitz
Board of
Juan de Mata Mares
county
Damacio Tafoya
Geo. V. Santistevan J Commissioners

tlonally well. The winters are mild.
The road to the Black Lakes, Cimarron,
passes
Taos
Elizabethtown,
and
through . Guadalupita, crossing tho
Coyote twenty-thre- e
times in the canMany- - a fishing party finds Its
on.
way to this canyon or to the Black
Lakes, where trout fishing, us well as

United States as they had been to
Mexico, and many of them fought In
the Federal ranks during the Civil
War. In I860 the county of Mora was
created out of part of the county of
Taos. It had seven precincts then, one
of the precincts, No. 4, Rayado, later
being erected into the counties of Colfax and Union. Being off the line of
railroad In greater part, many primitive ways still prevail side by side
with advanced civilization, adding not
a little to the plcturesqueness and
charms of the section.

hitnting, yields excellent sport. Population. 250.
Turquillo Is six miles north of Guadalupita. There are two sawmills In
the valley, with, an almost Inexhaustible supply of timber to draw on. Hay,
grain, and the legumes are the principal crops.
Potatoes, however, are
grown to an Immense size. A number
of promisiw
mineral prospects are in
mountains, but not devol-ope- d
the near-b- y
to any extent. Population, 350.
Coyote is seven miles northeast of
Mora. It Is in a narrow valley about
a mile wide, with high mountains and
bluffs on' all sides. Stock raising and
agriculture are the main industries. A
general storu and a postofiice are found
here.- There are several fine orchards
ih the valley. A concentrator situated
there is idle at present, although considerable work is being done on the
fine mineral prospects in the vicinity.
Copper is the principal ore, some of
it assaying as high as 85 per cent.,
besides carrying gold, silver, and lead.
Population, 200.
Llano del Coyote Is two miles east
of Coyote.
Its resources are chiefly
stock raising and farming. It lias two
stores, one church, a school, and a
blacksmith shop. It Is situated in an
open valley, watered by the Coyote.
Population, 300.

SETTLEMENTS.
Wagon Mound and Mora are the principal towns in Mora county and are
treated under the head of "Cities and
towns of New Mexico."
Watrous, on the San Miguel county
line, is next In importance as a shipping point, being the second largest
settlement on the Santa Fe railway in
the county. Alfalfa and fruit are

raised to a large extent around Watrous. There are two large store, a
blacksmith shop, two churches, and a
PRECINCT.
One and a half miles
schoolhouse.
from Watrous the Santa Fe railway is
Justice of the Peace
Guad Garcia
quarry which at
operating
stone
a
Deputy Sheriff
Wm. A. Brumage
times employs from- 300 to 400 men,
BOARD OK EDUCATION.
supplying ballast for the railway
Alex s. uusnKevuz
track. Two train loaas oí stone are
Herman Lrooaman
shipped daily. Population, 350.
Member
Vigil
Lucas
Cleveland, better known as San Antonio, lies three miles west of Mora,
WEALTH.
In the Mora valley. Two stores, a sawAGRICULTURE.
mill, and postofiice are here. PopulaThe assessment of 1907 elves the tax
Thfl nniintv lpnrla in ncrinultiirft. To- - tion, 600.
able wealth of Mora county as $1,175,Agua Negra Is four miles west of
823, an increase of $9,145 over the pre- - gether with Taos county It was the
the Mora valley. It has
vious year, rue census oí iauo givoa granary of the southwest
for many Mora, also In one
store, a Protestant
of
the value of agricultural wealth
yearSi an(j before the advent of the a postofiice,
MORA COUNTY'S FUTURE.
school, and a saw
mission
a
real
the
$2,581,000,
but
church,
county
as
came
and
caravans
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Barter Shop

MILLARD ALDRIDGE, Prop.

MADE WITH CHEESE
GOOD DISHES FOR LUNCHEON

OR

a

FRANK A. ROT,

P. ROY.
Viae President

President

The Roy Land and Live Stock Co.

SUPPER.

Call and Get a Good,
Clean Shave ,
Hair Cutting a Specialty.
In the Floershelm Mer. Co. Bids.
Agency for the Stenm Lnondry,

WM. 0. ROY,
Seo'y and Treaa

(INCORPORATED.)

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

Cheese and Nut Sandwiches Served
Scalloped Proper Way to Cook
and Serve the Welsh
Rabbit.

ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OF

ROY TOWNSITE

Cheese and Nut Sandwiches. Chop
pecan, hickory or English walnuts
DEALERS IN .
small; mix the nuts Into an equal bulk
of cream or neufchatel cheese, add a
dash of paprika, and use in spreading
A
bread prepared for sandwiches.
DEALER IN
heart leaf of lettuce, dipped In French
dressing, may be placed between the
two pieces of bread.
Cut
Cheese Relish.
We Hold Several Choice Tracts of Agricultural Land for Sale.
pound of cheese into slices; put Into
a frying pan, pour over It one large
.
a
cup of milk into which has been mixed
JOHN SCHNIEDER, Prop.
f
teaspoonful of dry mustard
a pinch of salt; add a piece of butROY. - NEW MEXICO and
ter size of a walnut; stir all the time;
have ready some cracker
crumbs;
.
sprinkle them into the above mixture;
60 YEARS
w?
EXPERIENCE
H. GOODMAN. Manager.
when thoroughly mixed turn Into a
warm dish and serve. Nice for
luncheon.
Cheese Patties.
One pound of
f
cheese,
cup butter, two and
Carry a Complete Stock of
a half cups of flour,
f
teaspoonful salt, two eggs, beaten thoroughly;
Trade Marks
Designs
then add other Ingredients. Roll out
RnpvmcHTS A.C.
about as thick as pie crust; cut out
a n.AnA marAina
altAth nnri riAftnrlnMon TTIHV
and bake in a hot oven to a golden
quickly ancortnln our opinion freo wlietlier an
Large
Invention la probably patentable.
of
brown.
HANDBOOK on Patenta
ent free. Oldest agency for securing patente.
Scalloped
Cheese.
Take
four
slices
through
Co.
A
Mumi
recslvt
Fatnta taken
Everything Needed In Building Material, Lumber and Hardware.
of bread, remove the crust, and butter
tptcial notice, without conree. In tbe
each slice, and put in a buttered bak- BIGGEST STOCK OF DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN FIFTY
Scientific
ing dish in layers, then chop
MILES OF ROY.
v
A handsomely lllnstrnled weekly. Lnrcest cirpound cheese and sprinkle over It
culation of any sclentlllo Journal. 'J'ornis, t.t a
year: four months, (L Sold, bjrall newsdenlers.
some salt and pepper. Mix four well
We will be pleased to show visitors thru our establishment.
MUNN 5Co.361Broadwa'NewYork
beaten eggs with three cups of milk,
Ü.
Branch Office, 025 F 8tH Washlnm on. U
and pour over the bread and cheese.
. ,
Always KeasonaDie- Bake in a hot oven!as you would bread
pudding. ...
We Buy and Sen All Country Produce.
,
;
Cheese Straws. One cup of flour,
Wool, Hides, Pelta and Cattle a Specialty,.
two cups grated cheesef one teaspoonful butter, pinch of salt, one scant
baking powder J mix with
wate and roll out like pie crust; cut
in strips and bake a light Drown. Nice
with salad.
Welsh Rabbit. Two cups of grated
f
cheese,
cup of milk, yolks of
two eggs, salt and pepper, cayenne
ENGRAVER and ELECTROTYPER
to taste; toast carefully square slices
PMONf 1114
LAWKtnCt UtHTtH. IULO.
of bread with crust removed; while
hot butter them, plunge into a bowl of
hot water, place in a heated dish, and
stand in the oven to keep warm while
you make the rabbit; put the milk In
a granite saucepan, stand it over a
moderate Are; when boiling hot add
the cheese, stir constantly until the
cheese is melted, add salt, pepper, and
yolks of eggs, and pour over the toasted bread; If the rabbit Is stringy and
(La Bien Venida)
tough, it is the fault of cheese not
being rich enough to melt.
Pabst Beer, Extra Fine Blend and Bonded Liquors, Wine and Cigars
always in Stock,
.
Cheese Fondu. One cup of ground
s
crackers, one cup milk,
POOL ROOM IN CONNECTION
EL PASO 4 SOUTHWESTERN cup cheese, two eggs, whites and yolks
beaten separately light; stir all together and bake In a quick oven; serve Cordial Treatment to all.
Give na a Trial.
Immediately.
JAS. A. PROCTOR, Proprietor.
GOING SOUTH
Mixed train, No. 123 Arrives at Roy
Grape Gelatine.
at z:ud; leaves z:3U p. m.
Large and individual molds can be
GOING NORTH.
found at the dealers to supply your
No. 124 Arrives at needs
Mixed train.
for making gelatine, blanc
Roy at 1.35; leaves 2:00 p. m.
manges, and similar dainties.
One of the newest designs is a grape
Suscríbanse al El Hispano Aroerl- - mold, and when the gelatine is emp
no. Su precio es $2 por el año.
tied on a dainty piece of china It
looks Just like a bunch of luscious
TRAFICANTES EN
grapes. The fruit may be dropped
jelly
into
the
before
seta
It
to
carry
Effective Fog Shifter.
A very effective fog shifter, by the out this illusion.
way, Is a good snowstorm. Last boxing
Buttered Spinach.
day the snow that fell on the roof of
spinach carefully and cook
Wash
the
analyzed,
and
the Lancet office was
In a very little water until tender. It
Pagan el precio mas alto por
the result compared with a similar
slowly until the Juices
analysis of snow that fell In Kent. The should cook
start, and then
result showed that the London snow, both bulk and be finished quickly, as
nourishment are wasted
sulphur,
up
chiefly
of
was
Reses, Carneros, Zacate, Grano, Madera
made
which
by long cooking. When done, drain
tar and organic ammonia, fetched chop very fine, season
to taste and re
down with it a large percentage of the turn to the fire.
In two table- Stir
coal smoke that is a chief constituent Bpoonfuls of cream
and two
snow
fog,
Kent
while
the
of London
of butter. Serve on buttered
when melted was like distilled water. wast as soon as the
butter Is melted
News.
Daily
London
Wagon Mound y
New
Vogue.

Roy MeatMarke t

Real lístate and Ranches
Breeders of Sheep, Cattle and Horses

All Kinds of Fresh
,and Smoked Meats,,

one-quart-

Town Lots

'

Specialty

one-hal-

The Floersheim Mercantile Company

tttMlj

i

mm

Roy, Mora County. New Mexico

one-hal-

one-hal-

GENERAL

MERCHANDISE

Assortment

American.

Farm Implements

y.

one-quart-

r.r

prices

FIRSTQUALITY

.

W. L. Sutton,

FRANK REISTLE

General
Blacksmith

one-hal-

MZ0-Z- 4

Practical
Horseshoer

WEST SIDE

FAIR PRICE

The Welcome Saloon

Local Time Table

three-fourth-

ROY,

Mora County

New Mexico

Vorenberg Mercantile

Go

MERCANCIAS GENERALES

table-spoonfu- ls

LANA, CUEROS Y ZALEAS
Ocate

Mexico

Water Rights Approved.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan has approved the following applications for water rights:
E. Krause and W. E. Fletcher,
e
address, El Paso, Texas, to appropriate the waters of the Peñasco
river, which is tributary to the Pecos
river, to be used to operate a power
plant in Section 2, Township 17 south,
Range 13 east. Estimated cost of the
works, $100,000 and the amount of
power to be secured is 2,000 horsepower, to be used for electric lights
and irrigation purposes.
Oliver M. Lee, of Alamogordo, Otero
county, to appropriate the waters of
Kid Bluff Springs and a group of
springs in Grapevine canon in Townships 18 and 19, Range 11 east. Estimated cost of works, $20,000, to be
used for domestic, irrigation and stock
purposes.
Oliver M. Lee, of Alamorgordo, Otero
county, to appropriate the waters of
Scot Able canon and Sacramento river
in Section 30, Township 18, Range 12
east, for power purposes. Estimated
cost of works, $35,000.
Oliver M. Lee, of Alamorgordo, Otero
county, to appropriate the waters of
the Sacramento river in Township 19
south, Range 11 east, for power purposes. Estimated cost of works,
post-offic-

Brave Engineer Saves Train.
A Las Vegas dispatch of the 15th
inst. says: But for the heroism of En-

gineer Heydt, who was at the throttle
of the engine pulling westbound Santa
Fe passenger train No. 7 last night, a
fearful wreck with great loss of life
would probably have resulted. As the
train was speeding through Apache
canon, a short distance from Glorieta, Engineer Heydt saw a huge boulder in the middle of the track. Facing
almost certain death the brave engineer stuck to his post and applied the
emergency brakes, bringing the train
to a stop just as the cowcatcher of
the engine crashed into the obstruction. The. heavy rains for the past
e
several days had dislodged the
time during the night. Traffic
was tied up' for two hours by the accident.
boul-som-

Statehood Prize Essay.
The board of control of the National
Irrigation Congress, which meets at
Albuquerque September 29th, has issued the following statement:
"We beg to call your attention to the
'trophy a magnificent silver loving
cup, valued at $100, given by Hon. M.
A. Otero, former governor of New
Mexico, for the best essay on 'Statehood for New Mexico.'
"This article Is to contain not more
than 1,200 words, and there is no restriction as to schools, party affiliation, etc., anyone is entitled to write
an article who wishes to do so, the
only provision being that the article
when sent in becomes the property of
the Statehood League of New Mexico.
"The personnel of the committee appointed to read the articles and decide
to whom the cup is to be awarded is
as follows: Hon. George Curry, governor of New Mexico, chairman; Terof Public
Superintendent
ritorial
Schools J. E. Clark, of Santa Fe, and
Hon. W. B. Walton of Silver City.
"It is suggested that these articles
be forwarded to the chairman, Governor Curry, at Santa Fe, not later
than the 29th day of September, 1908."

The board of trustees of the territorial deaf and dumb school in Santa Fe
has decided to add an industrial department to the curriculum, in which
the printing and shoemaking trades
will be taught.
Surveyor General John W. March
has been advised of acceptance of the
survey of the Fort Bayard military reservation and fractional township 17
south, ranges 12 and 13, west, executed
by Deputy Surveyor W. H. Herrick.
Florencio Galjegos, aged sixty years,
was drowned on the night of the 15th
inst. while crossing an arroyo, swollen
by heavy rains, near Lamy, eight miles
south of Santa Fe. His widow, three
sons and three daughters survive.
The organization of the Carlsbad
Milling and Gin Company has been perfected. A contract has been executed
to furnish electric power and a thirty-hors- e
power motor to run the machinery. The cotton prospects around Carlsbad improve as the season advances,
and the chances for a large yield are

good level agricultural
land around the Mora drain about 40 miles in
Roy, that may be filed on under the length of the eastern slope of the
Homestead desert land laws.
Rooky mountains and play an import
During the past season the first ex- ant part In the . determination of the
perience by the new farmers proved stream flow.
that anything can be grown on our soil,
such as wheat, oats, corn, sugar cane,
kafflr corn, mllo Maize and vegetables,
as good as can be grown In the eastern
I 111 Ü LIU
UV11MIjLiJ

states.
Water can be gotten at a depth of 30
to 150 feet, anywhere around Roy. Well
drillers have not failed yet in obtaining
water for those for whom they have
drilled.
The town of Roy will in the very near
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
future be the county seat of a new
county, as its adjacent vicinity is des
tined to be the most prosperous community In the
n
part of Stone Work, Carpenter and Plasterer.

good.
A large force has been started at
work on the $60,000 smelter of the

Smelting & Refining
Company, Socorro, one of a string of
five or six plants to be erected by
this company in the southwest. The
Socorro smelter will handle custom
trade, but will depend chiefly on the
large output of the mines in the Kelly
and Magdalena districts of Socorro
county.
,
A. L. Richmond, who
is going to
build the Albuquerque Eastern railway, before leaving for the East tendered the board of control of the Sixteenth National Irrigation congress au
offer of $100 to be given to the person
furnishing the most suitable plans for
the proposed depot building of the Al
buquerque Eastern railway in Albuquer- qe. The plans must not call for an edifice exceeding $50,000 in cost.
The New Mexican of the 14th inst.
says: Professor James E. Clark, territorial superintendent of public instruction, returned last night from Las
Vegas, where he visited the teachers'
institute In session there for San Miguel county. Professor Clark says the
institute at Las Vegas is a lively one
He is
and has a good attendance.
very jubilant over the success of the
institutes held so far and with the interest taken in educational affairs Pro
fessor Clark thinks the coming school
year will be a recordbreaker in New
Mexico.

The Ray club has filed Incorporation papers with the territorial secre
tary at Santa Fe. Principal place of
business, Raton, Colfax county. Terrl
torial agent, A. H. Officer of Raton
Object, the purchasing, holding and
otherwise acquiring of real estate or
of leases thereof; the development and
improvement of land and real estate
by the construction of reservoirs, etc.
Capital stock, $3,000, divided into sixty
shares of the par value of $50 each,
Incorporators, J. Van Houten of Ra
ton, Charles Springer, Fred C. Whit
more, both of Cimarron. Existence fifty
years.

Census of Berlin.
The area of Berlin in l9Ub was
24 Vé square miles, with a population
on June 30 of that year of 2,060,777,
There were 2.5 square' miles of paved
streets, 946 numbered and named
streets, 101 public parks or places,
Albuquerque.
Cloudburst at
79 bridges, besides those of rail
and
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 16th ways.
inst. says: A cloudburst today did a
great deal of damage to property in
this city, a flood of water five feet
. ROY, NEW MEXICO
high sweeping down several streets In
The fast growing and prosperous lit
the high lands, flooding cellars and
yards and otherwise damaging prop- tie town of about 500 Inhabitants, lo
erty. A big washout on the Santa Fe cated on the Dawson Branch of the El
railroad about seven miles south of Paso and Southwestern system in the
here has blockaded traffic, and other eastern part of Mora county, has since
washouts are reported west and east Its opening to the new comer and
of here. The rain was the heaviest homeseeker on January 1, 1907, shown
a wonderful development as to populaof the season.
tion and agricultural pursuits, about
800
and desert entries
Ida B. Hale has been appointed post werehomesteaders
filed on since that date and more
master at Grady, Quay county.
are coming In with every excursion, It Is
A cloudburst near Las Vegas on the now the largest precinct in the county
15th inst. caught Pedro Martinez, swept as to size and populationhim down a mountain side and drowned
The town is coming to the front with
him.
business houses,
modern and
An ra Paso disnatch of the 15th Inst In aplte of the money stringency; buildsays: Andrew Salazar, á prominent ings are erected in all parts of the
ahopnmnn nf Mora county, New Mexico, town, yet there are a good many busihad a fit today and fell into a vat of ness opportunities and chances for any
boiling water, death resulting almost kind of Investment.
There are many cnousands of acres of
instantly.

Builder

north-easter-

New Mexico.

MORA COUNTY

a Specialty.

Adobe-makin- g

Area, 2,542 square miles.
Popula
tion, 13,000; the census of 1900 gave it a Flmt-clnRatea
population of 10,304. Assessed valua Accommodations
$1.50 and $2.00
tion, $1,175,823.
County seat, Mora.
Postofflces. Mora, Wagonmound. La
Cueva, Cleveland, Guadalupita, Chacon,
Ocate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak, Hol- man,
Weber,
Shoemaker, Watrous,
Mills, Ledoux.
Mora County's agricultural produats
ROY, N.
exceed those in value of any other New
Homeseekers can obtain satisfactory
Mexico county, and it can rightfully
claim the honor of being the leading rates by asking for same.
agricultural county In the territory.
A. P. DUNCAN. Prop.
However, its range Interests exceed In
value even Its agricultural wealth. Yet
its area is only 2,542 square miles, be- A. S. Bushkevltz, Pres.
ing less than that of any other county,
Max M. Bushkevltz, Vice Pres.
excepting Santa Fe, Taos, and Bernal
A. Bushkevltz, Sea. and Treaa
illo; still this area Is more than twice
that of Rhode Island and 600 square
miles greater than that of the state of
Delaware. According to the census of
1900, its population Is 10,304, or four
people to the square mile, a dénslty of
population exceeded only by Santa Fe,
Bernalillo, and Taos counties.
Ihe county is mountainous, the main
ridge of the Rocky mountains passing
xa

Orienlal

Hotel

n.

Western

Great

BommerGial Go.

through its western part, while the
foothills extend almost to the eastern
boundary. Some of the peaks rise to
an altitude of over 13,500 feet, while
the lowest point In the county has an
altitude of 4,000 feet.
The hills are generally timbered, and
a portion of the Pecos River Forest Re
serve is In the county. From the main
ra,nge, broken by the foothills, the mesa
extends gently sloping toward the
southeast. There are picturesque can
yons and fertile valleys, making the
topography a very broken one. The
county Is almost entirely In the drainage basin of the Canadian River, the
Mora River, a tributary of the Cana
dian. Other tributaries of the Cana
dlan in the county are the Ocate, the
vermejo, and the El Perro. The Sweet
water Is a tributary of the Ocate. The
principal tributaries of the Mora are
the Coyote, the Cebolla, the Sapello, the
Guadalupita, and the Lobo. The Pecos
River rises In the western part of the
county, and so does the Santa Cruz, the
latter belonging to the drainage basin
of the Rio Grande. The tributaries of

(INCORPORATED)

Capital Stock $25,000
ROY, MORA CO,

S.

A.

NEW MEXICU

Bushkevitz

UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER,
COUNT!" SURVEYOR
NOTARY PUBLIC.
JOHN FLORENCE,
Chief Deputy at Mora, New Mexico.
F. A. ROY,
Assistant Chief Deputy at Roy, New
Moxlco.

HOMESEEKERS
Will do well by employing an official

surveyor and thus get correct line and
numbers.

Can make land filings, final proofs,
and commence contests, in fact anything that you may require done in
the land business, to which we will

correctly and promtlv

POYAL

AND ALSO

--

ttend.

gafe

Confectioner and Bahery in Connection
MEALS AND SHORT ORDERS
Ice Cream, Soft DrinKs, Calles, Pies, Doughnuts,

Bread, Candies and Cigars
SECOND DOOR WEST OF POSTOFFICE.

Roy Land

and Live Stock Co.
Dealer in

All

Kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats

-

te

Provisions of all Kinds
xxrxxxxxrx
We guarantee full weight and moderate prices.

t

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOR SALE.

N

AND

EL HISPANO AMERICANO
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

E.

Managing Editor,

Roy, New Mexico.
BIERNBAUM,
Asst.
Mora, New Mexico,

H.
.

Editor.

Wecklej Newapapera.

Published by The Mora County
lishing Co., Inc.
'

Pub-

Mora, N. M., post- -

Entered at Roy and
offices for transmission through the
mails as second class matter.
Subscription:
One year $2.00 ; six
months $1.00; if paid in advance $1.60
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
County, N. M. All communicitanos
S. Bush-kevltare to be addressed to AJex.
Secretary, Roy, Ñ. M.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Americano, at Mora, N. M. Official newspapers and printers of the County of
Mora. The largest and best newspapers In Mora County and have the
largest circulation.
z.

Sfotlee to Advertisers.
Display ads 15c an inch a week and
local liners one cent a word an Issue.
Mora County FubllHtilng Co., Inc., .
lloy and Mora, New Mexico,
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"ROY.
A prosperous and growing new town

In the eastern part of Mora county on
the Dawson branch of the El Paso &
s
Southwestern railway,
north of Tucumcarl and forty-tw- o
miles east of Springer. Stock raising
and farming the industries. Immigra
tion coming rapidly. Large quantities
of government land open for settlement. Population, 500. Altitude, 6,525
; .
feet.
We give below a list of the leading
enterprises of Roy:
Depot on the E. P. & S. W.
Postofflce.
Meat market.
One general . wholesale and retail
store.
Tin shop.
Barbar shop. "
Two hotels.
Four saloons.
Newspaper.
Two lumber yards.
Bank.
Two general stores'
Bakery.
Blacksmith shop,
One United States commissioner.
One United States Court commis
sloner.
'
surveyors.
. Two
- Two lawyers.
One real estate firm.
Two locators.
Justice of the peace.
Eight notaries public.
Live stock company.
Two restaurants.
One contractor and builder.
Two doctors.
,
One dentist.
Good opening for the the following
branches of business:
General wholesale and retail store,
Grain, Beed and feed store.
Hardware and Implement store.
Drug store.
Barber shop.
Meat shop.
Blacksmith shop.
Bakery and confectionary .
Grocery Btore.
Laundry.
Building contractor.
Planing mill.
Modern hotel.
Tailor shop.
slxty-nlhmlle-

alfalfa land,

about
three miles from Moquiero, which can
be irrigated from rich wells, at $12.50
per acre.
4S8 acres of black rich bottom land,
water very shallow, a good field for
an artesian plow, at $25 per acre, six
miles from Roy.
480 acre cattle ranch, about one and
f
miles from Roy, plenty ol
water, fine shelter and enough farm
land to raise feed on for stock, price
'
$3,000, houses and fences.
160 acre farm and ranch, about one
miles west of Roy, plenty
and one-hal- f
of good water, price $1,000.
320 acre farm and ranch one mile
from town, good improvements and
fenced, fine spring and shallow water
price $4,000.
20 patented 160 acre claims, all the
way from five to fifteen miles from
town, at $500 to $1,500 per claim.
close to
12 choice relinquishments
town, all the way from $100 to $1,000.
Hotel furnished complete, two story
building and two cornur lots, price
1,000 acres of

one-hal-

$1,500.
A bargain in four choice corner lots

with large dwelling house and the
hotel
finest location for an
and bar room, in the heart of town,
price $1,500.
For further Information and par
ticulars write or call on the Roy
Realty & Investment Company, Roy
New Mexico. The oldest and most re
liable real estate firm in the town of
Roy. The clients and business done
speak for themselves.
.

A Stunning Surprise.
Congressman George W. Taylor wa..
talking in Demopolis, Ala., about tho
hard times.
"Hard times are bound to be full of
unpleasant shocks and stunning surprises," he said. "I remember the last
panic and a sermon that a.Mobile pastor preached.
"The pastor, in a powerful discourse..
urged economy and retrenchment on
his congregation. In view of the hard
times there should be no extrava
gance, no useless expenditure, he said,
but every outgo ought to be pared

French Land & Irrigation Go.
C. E.

Hard to Get Laborers.
gold mine owners in

South
spent
over
years
three
in
have
Africa
recruiting
laborers from
1 noo.OOO
Central Africa. They only got 17,000
and few of them could Btand
the winter. Then 67,000 Chinese were
brought, starting the labor troubles

The

y

.

'

:
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Reservoirs & Ditches
will all be completed

-

1

in the 50,000-acr- e
tract recently
1,
purchased of Captain French, adjoining Springer on the north and
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER RIGHT IN-- :
the richest quality, capable of proCLTJDED in EACH SALE. .
ducing every variety of. crops
adapted to this climate.

1908.

by March

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO
.
GET A CHEAP IIOME.';

This Land Will
Be Sold on

Correspondence and interviews
vited.

Easy Terms

In-

Mora County Publishing Co.
INCORPORATED

.

CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
F. A. Roy, President

Trinidad Lucero, Vice Pres't
E. H. Biernbaum, Treasurer

-- ,

A. S. Bushkevitz, Secretary

PUBLISHERS OF

THE

EL HISPANO
ONLY AND

AND

Edition)

(English

SPANISH AMERICAN
'.

..

v.:

ÁmQlSpamsKEiion)

'

OFFICIAL PRINTERS OF MORA COUNTY
A. S. Bushkevitz, Managing Editor.
E. H. Biernbaum, Assistant Editor.

'

NEW MEXICO

ROT AND MORA ,

GO TO

"His strong sermon had a swift and
unexpected effect. The congregation,
before dispersing, held a church meeting and unanimously reduced the
man's salary from $2,000 to $1,500."
German Language,
of
London, doing extenGermany, have decided that all their clerks, from the
office-boupwards, must acquire a
knowledge of German. Tuition is
given in that language during business hours. Half the staff collect in
a room apart for an hour's instruc
tion, at the end of which they re
sume their ordinary duties, and the
rest take their turn in "going to
school."

Hartley, Resident Agent.

LAND FOR SALE

down.

Must Know the
A noted firm
manufacturers in
sive business in

$300,000

Capital

.

IRRIGATED

40,000 ACRES OF

The Mint Saloon
F.

v-

:

N. M.

SPRINGER,

Pop

H.

FOSTER

&

SON, Props.

the Best Wines, Liquors

Sc

Cigars

The Best Imported and Domestic Liquors and
Cigars. Courteous Attention
Given All Customers

mmm springer
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.

Knelt at Beauty's Shrine.
The valentines of days of yore show
the man always in the role of a sup
pliant. He was at all times, either
figuratively or literally, on his knees.
His lady love was a queen, a goddess,
a being so far above him that the most
he could hope was that she might be
touched by his devotion, take pity on
the tumult of his affections, and deign
to cast him a look of encouragement

CAPITAL PAID UP

$30,000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
C. N.

S. Floersheim, Vice President.
Blackwell, President.
D. J. Devine, Cashier-G.W.Gillespie.
M. M. Salazar.
R. E. Alldredge.
.

Of Interest to Cyclists.
Cyclists will be interested to hear
that a doctor has been investigat-

ing the proper nutriment for a longdistance ride, and has concluded that
no meat or other nitrogenous food
should be taken while doing the day's
work, but that the ideal refreshment
is fruit and milk.

NEAREST BANKING TOWN
TO ROY

n
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A. 8. BUSHKEVITZ,

V. 3. BUSHKEVITZ,
Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.

and Secretary,

President

Roy, New Mexico.

ircesiment
Land Locators and Surveyors
Homeseekers can obtain reliable information as to vacant lands, all surveys and
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.

reports are received of all the doings at the District land office
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed.

Daily and weekly

Real Estate Bought and Sold
V-

CALL AND LIST YOUR PROPERTIES

-

REALISTATE

IMIES TMENT S

AND LOANS

Our president is also an official county surveyor of Mora
county, with an experience of twelve yéars in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himsejf.
He is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofs and contests heard;
and managing editor of the
Spanish-America-

n.

"We buy and sell land, scrip, soldiers' additional homestead
rights, patented claims, etc.

COLLECTION

AND

are in position to give you the very best information
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you may
want to buy or rent. Our listings are complete in all kinds of
choice properties. By dealing with us you deal with a reliable
"We

'

firm.

:

'.'

'

':

,

in chárge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant secretary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
town. We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
lands.
:.
Rates reasonable. : Courteous treatment.
Our

office is

LAW BUREAU LAND

'

.

MATTERS

A SPECIALTY

We can also serve you with a Complete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES

.

NEW MEXICO

269 Dearborn St., Chicago,

111.

Lemont,

111.

El

Hispano Americano

Periódico Senanal.
Publicado por la Compañía Publicista del Condado de Mora (Inc.).
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ.
E. H. BIERNBAUM.

.
.

.Editor Principal
.Editor Asistente

PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION
Por un año
$1.50
Por seis meses
75
Por cuatro meses
50
La subscripción deberá pagarse adelantada.
El Hispano Americano se envia á
todas las estafetas, 7 tiene una circulación grande y creciente entre la
gente inteligente y progresista del
sudoeste.
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos requieren que cualquiera persona pagará por un periódico mientras continúe
tomándolo de la estafeta, aunque el
tiompo por el cual se suscribió haya
expirado.
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the silent houseboats under the leafy
plane trees and the quaint barges in
which generations of boatmen have
lived and died, and so reach the portals of the Dal Lake, whence Issues
a clear stream to mix with the water
of the stagnant canals. To the right
Is the sacred hill, the throne of Solomon, on whose bare slopes the partridges are loudly cackling as a hawk
circles overhead. To the left the fort
of Srinagar dominates the sleeping
city, while In front the lake stretches
away away to meet the purple hills,
whose snowy summits are as yet untouched by the rising sun. Gentle
mists arise from the waters, softening the foreground of floating gardens
to which black boats are moored, and
leading the eye to what seems an Infinite distance where the meeting of
land and water Is accentuated by a
line of light. As the day grows older
you will hear the sound of paddles
and of singing, it may be the joyous
chant of the Kashmiri out for a holis
day with all his paraphernalia of
and dishes, or It may be the
striking and melancholy dirge as he
makes his last voyage to the burial-grounof his fathers; for these gardens of rest dot the hillside, .thickly
clothed with the white and purple
Iris, whose spiky leaves are reputed
to keep off evil spirits and whose blossoms are not for decoration. When
the sun grows hot we may land in one
of the pleasure resorts of the Moguls
and, seated on the highest terrace,
look down the avenues of mighty trees,
listening to the splash of the fountains and to the rippling of the water
and picturing to ourselves the princes
and warriors of old recruiting their
strength in a summer of Idleness after
the excitements of the winter's warfare and the toilsome campaigning In
the dusty plains below. All this and
much more can be enjoyed In the capital and Its vicinity, and then, still
leading a lazy existence, the houseboat may be taken up the river to
Islamabad or down its current to
halting at many beautiful spots
and making excursions of long or short
duration to
places or appropriating others by virtue of the
right of discovery. For here the land
la open to all those who desire to admire It, and no threats of spring guns
warn us that the
or prosecutions
earth's surface is not for the enjoyment of all.
tea-urn-

Reglas de esta Redacción.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
á la resposabilidad del que las mande.
Esta redacción se reserva todo derecho de publicar comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje Impropio se echarán al canasto del desper-
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Si los comunicados son muy extensos la redacción tomará lo más Importante para publlccacion.
En política este periódico será Republicano y defenderá sus principios.
DIRECTORIO OFICIAL.
Territorial.
H. Andrews Delegado en el
Congreso.
George Curry Gobernador.
Nathan Jaffa Secretario.
Wm. J. Mills Juez Superior.
C. W. G. Ward Procurador.
Secundlno Romero Escribano de la
Corte.
Condado de Mora.
Malaquias Martínez Miembro del
Consejo.
E. H. Blernbaum Representante.
E. E. Studley Representante.
José Vlbian Fresquez Juez de Pruebas.
Juan Navarro Escribano de Condado.
Juan B. Martínez Alguacil Mayor.
Charles U. Strong Tesorero y
W.

r.

Albino Martinez Asesor.
Ricardo Martínez Superintendente
de Escuelas.
Alex. S. Bushkevltz Agrimensor.
Juan de Mata Mares, Damaclo
George V. Santlstevan Comisionados de condado.
Precintos del Condado.
Mora Roberto Romero, J. P.; Juan
Anto Gulterraz, S. A.
Cleveland Eplfanio Espinosa, J. P.;
Jacobo Pando, S. A.
Guadalupita José de Jesús Torres,
J. P.; Plácido Jaramillo, S. A.
Cherry Valley M. S. Wasson, J. P.
La Cueva Donaclano Gonzales, J.
P.; Luis Manzanares, S. A.
San José Manuel García, J. P.;
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
Golondrinas Ed F. Jager, J. P.
Ocaté Alejandro Mares, J. P.; Julian Duran, S. A.
Holman Francisco Salazar, J. P.;
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
Wagon Mound Benito Vigil, J. P.
Armento Encarnación Garcia, J. P.
El Llano Delflno Pacheco, J. P.;
Francisco Lopez, S. A.
Chacon Juan P. Ortega, J. Pr; Porfirio Pacheco, S. A.
Abuelo Benigno Trujillo, J. P.;
José U. Garcia, S. A.
Cármen Jacobo Lobato, J. P.;
Vigil, S. A. '
Corrlllera Eplfanio Martinez, J. A.;
Juan C. Blea, S. A.
Turqulllo Marino Gonzales, J. P.;
Cesarlo Gallegos, S. A.
Gascon José H. Martinez, J. P.;
Aniceto C. Archuleta, S. A.
Roy Guadalupe Garcia, J. P.; Wm.
A. Brummage, S. A.
Watrous Francisco Gonzales, J. P.
Ta-foy-
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Bar-amul- a,

well-know-

Probably
few
have
countries
changed so little during the past generation as has Kashmir, for neither
the government nor the people appear to have taken part In the progress which is so marked on the Indian side of its boundaries, so that the
finds things much as
traveler of
they were 30 years ago. It Is true
that Instead of leisurely marching the
200 miles which separate Rawal Pindi
from Srlnagar he can now do that
journey In three days If the condition
of the
and crumbling Jhe-luValley road permits and If his
tonga remains on the narrow track
which is laboriously maintained In
be received Into a hotel of the
southern world.
It Is true that on arrival he can
now be received into a hotel of the
usual oriental type and welcomed to
the hospitality of a miniature club,
that he can play golf, tennis and polo,
and dress in the clothes of Europe instead of in local suits of country
tweeds; but otherwise the country
and people are the same, the Jhelum
flows In the same unrestricted course,
and still holds the valley and the metropolis at Its mercy, what time the
floods overtop the flimsy
embankments. It still bears on its broad
bosom the antiquated craft carrying
the trade of the country, the houseboats of the tourist or resident and
the swift shlkaras propelled by heart-shape- d
paddles, which gleam and flash
as they are raised in rhythm from
the muddy waters. And it is, perhaps,
for this reason that the return to the
valley Is pleasant and that, though
fijre may be 2,000 visitors Instead
of the 200 of bygone days, one can
still tow the houseboat tp
places and find there, as before,
the same soothing beauties,
No one who has not experienced it
can know the joyousness of springtime In the sheltered valleys of the
Himalaya when all Nature Is regaining vitality after the restraints of the
long winter months, and to fully par
to-da- y

or-no-

ticipate in this pleasure the months of
April and May in Kashmir afford the

At first, Indeed,
best opportunities.
the trees are gray with unopened buds,
the hillsides brown with withered herbage, and the birds, uncertain as to
the season, at times chirp gayly and at
others sit huddled with puffed-ou- t
plumage. Yet daily, as the power of
the sun increases, the landscape takes
on a brighter color, the hills are transformed Into folds of emerald velvet,
while, as the vast snowflelds melt
away Into cascades foaming down the
mountain sides, so foot by foot the
upland meadows are covered with a
profusion of wild flowers through
which the wanderer may pass and
leave no track. And when at last the
cedars have shed their weight of snow
and the firs and birch trees can see
the ground on which they stand, we
know that summer has arrived and
that for three short months the plane
trees will be full of happy warblers
and the marshes and lakes alive with
busy birds who have no time to spare
from their domestic occupations.
The ancient city of Srinagar Is as
beautiful and dirty as ever, though
modern engineering Is here, as elsewhere, gradually changing picturesque-nesInto utility, and as each primitive bridge In time succumbs to the
floods, Its replacement by
a more useful though Incongruous
structure Is Inevitable. Yet there are
still many spots where, abstracted
from the drawbacks of the surroundings, the artist can linger until the
soft morning light gives way to the
noontide glare or which he can endeavor to picture before the transparent twilight fades away. At such
times the ancient houses, lapped by
the quiet waters and concealing their
fallings, leave nothing for criticism,
but rather provide a lasting reminiscence of purple and crimson palaces
reaching from waters of opal to skies
of Indigo. Let us pass before the city
is awake along the tortuous waterways Which form Its streets, noting

A WOMAN'S

WAY.

She sits within a darkened room and
weeps,
But not for one whom she may greet no
more;
It Is a lonely vigil that she keeps;
But suddenly her heart with gladness
leaps,
B'or she has heard his footstep at the
door.
Within her room she bides alone awhile,
And clears away the traces ot her tears.
She ties her ribbons In a more becoming
style,
And then, with but a faint hint of a smile,
Upon the stairs, with queenly grace, appears.
She wept because he was five minutes
late;
She thought her joys were all forever
past.
Without a trace of tears, calm and sedate,
She gives him cause to think that he must
wait
For years ere he may win her love at
last.
-- S. E. Kiser, in Chicago Record-Heral-

s

No Fear of Faculties.
Ambitious Youth Oh, If I only had
a little money! I'd enter college at
once.
Friend Enter college? Maybe you
could not get In without a long course
of preparatory study.
Ambitious
Youth
Nonsense!
Haven't I just passed a civil service
examination for fourth assistant spittoon-cleaner?
New York Weekly.

Ingenuity.

"It requires a very Ingenious man to

be an inventor, doesn't It?"
"I should say so," answered the mechanical expert. "Getting up an Invention Isn't so hard, but the ingenuity required to get it on the market Is
enormous." Washington Star.
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REASONABLE RATES

Copyright by Waldon Fawcett.

Interior view of the Unitarian church at Washington, of which the Republican presidential candidate It a member, and which he regularly attends when
official duties do not interfere.

SEA OF OIL ABLAZE.

AND

DAY
I

NIGHT

ROY LIVERY CO.

-

The new oil well caught fire July
from the furnace of the boiler used
in boring the well. The oil in the well
had been struck some time before
Estimated Daily Loss Is $38,000 Only and while' preparations were being
made to break the cap rock and cap
Hope Is That Fire Will Autothe well the pressure of oil and gas
.....
matically Smother Itself
from below blew out its capping and
Heat Prevents Approach.
became unmanageable.
The oil was shot to a distance of
Mexico City, Méx. At Dos Bocas a 300
feet into the air, carrying the dergusher of the Pennsylvania Oil Com- rick and other machinery with it.
pany has been burning now for many
The primary loss of the company
days at an estimated dally loss to the boring the well is estimated at
company of $38,000.
The flames leap hundreds of feet
The oil has overflowed the entire
Into the air, illuminating a large ex- surrounding plain, and is now pra&
panse of territory at night and veiling tically a burning lake of oil, floodinfl
the landscape with dense volumes of the country with flame.
.smoke by day.
The shaft of oil which shoots up
When a well catches because of an from the interior of the well, only to
uncontrolled overflow of oil into some become immediately
Ignited, trans
fire or flame, usually the very furnace forming itself into a fountain of fire,
of the boiler which has been used in acts as a huge' torch for the entire
boring the well, there are but two al- surrounding country. The flame is
ternatives left for the owners. One is plainly visible for 50 miles and one
to smother the fire by means of a steamer captain has reported having
heavily weighted draw, which is pulled seen thé fire at sea a distance of 80
across the mouth of the well, shutting miles from the well.
off both the air from the outside and
.So brilliant is the light that at a
the flow of oil from within.
of ten miles it furnishes light
distance
In this way the Are dies of its own sufficient to admit of reading.
accord from lack of fuel and the well
The well has been burning 30 days,
Is then easily controlled.
making the loss more than $1,000,000,
Failing in this expedient the only
hope is to allow the well to burn, reTattoo Wives; End Divorces.
lying upon It to clog itself after a
Warsaw' Ind. "There would b
time.' Usually on low pressure gush- fpwer affinities and divorces if all mar
ers the accumulation of soot and lamp- ried women in the United States wer6
black from the burning oil will so clog tnttnned on the chin" said Rev. Ar
the aperture of the well in two or thur Rawei, native of Maoriland, New
three weeks that the flow of oil is cut Zealand, irt addressing an audience of
off and the fire is automatically smoth- a 000 at Winona Lake assembly. He
ered. Oil well fires are never of long added: "Now. that I am headed for
.
duration.
Washington, I think that I shall ask
The product going to waste is so President Roosevelt to use his lnflu
valuable that expensive measures are ence to have such a bill put through
justifiable to stop the flame and mon- congress."
ey can accomplish most things.
Happy Jim Burled in Oats.
Preparations are now on foot to
N. J. Jim, a wise old
Pennsylvania
Montclalr,
the
of
fire
smother the
Heavy drags gray horse owned by the Montclaii
oil well at Dos Bocas.
are being constructed which will be Water Company, pulled the slide out
drawn across the mouth of the well by of a grain chute and was buried in an
special machinery, and the well will avalanche' of oats. When discovered
again become the servant of man. At he was cheerily eating his way out,
;
present It runs riot and acknowledges happy and unhurt.
as master no one.
Old Book Sold for $2,025.
So intense is the heat generated by
A copy of "Smith's His
London.
go
of
oil
that
the thousands of barrels
published in 1624
Virginia,"
of
tory
up In smoke every hour that no one
$2,025 at Sotheby's rooms
for
was
sold
200
than
less
can approach within
Ninety-fiv- e
letters addressed by Sii
meters of the fire and remain for more
to the marchioness of Ab
Scott
Walter.
Added
time.
a
at
than a few minutes
also sold, and realized
were
ercorn
gases
to this are the fearful fumes and
:
$3,050. '
oil.
burning
.
by
the
generated
MEXICAN

GUSHER.

BURNING

BEEN
HAS
MANY DAYS.

Roy Trust and Savings Bank

4

CAPITAL, $15,000.00

PAID-U- P

.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
Dr. F. B. Evans, Vice President.

Frank A. Roy, President.

William C. Roy, Cashier.
W.

F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.

We do general banking business.
.

Our business methods are

conservative, and our safes and vaults are both burglar and fire
proof

of the modern kind.

Roy,

We solicit your patronage.

Mora Co.,

New Mexico

A. E. Clifford
(P.

0. Solano,

N. M.)

Painter and Paper Hanger
KALSOMINING

GLAZING

Roy and Solano, N. M.

McKinney & Shinner
General BlacKsmiths
WOOD WORK A SPECIALTY.
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DONE PROMPTLY.
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insurance Convention Closes.
On the 14th Inst Miss Annie S.
Peck of Providence, R. I., signaled to
Denver. With the election of officLima. Peru, her arrival at an altitude ers and the selection of Cincinnati as
of 2S.000 feet on Mount Huascaran, the the meeting place in 1909, the members
summit of which la covered with per- of the American Life convention Fripetual suuw. She was accompanied by day brought to an official close the
two trained Alpine climbers.
most successful and most important
The Wright aeroplane made a suc sessions that they have ever held.
cessful flight at Lemans, France, Samuel Smith, general counsel of the REPORTS GRATIFYING PROGRESS
Thursday,
making seven complete Volunteer Life Insurance Company of
IN DIGGING THE BIG
BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
tours of the field and remaining in the Chattanooga, Tenn., and a prominent
CANAL.
air aDout nine minutes, uniorumaieiy ; attorney of that city, was elected pres
EVENTS IN THIS AND
It was somewhat injured in landing, so ldent to' succeed B. H. Robison, and
OTHER COUNTRIES
as to require several days for repairs.
T. W. Blackburn of the Bankers' Resec
A gun seller named Ferrerl and his serve of Nebraska, was
assistant, who sold the carbine to retary. Thomas Daly was chosen as the PRESIDENT IS PLEASED
Manuel Buissa with which Bulssa Colorado vice president.
IN LATE DISPATCHES
killed King Carlos in February of this
year, have been unexpectedly arrested
Favor Denver or St Paul.
OF CONGRATULA- at Lisbon and placed In solitary conRacine, Wis. The Wisconsin delega- SENDS LETTER
finement.
HAPPENINGS
DOINGS AND
tion, United Spanish War Veterans,
TIONTO EACH MEMBER OF
A new high explosive, of a power will leave Chicago Sunday afternoon,
THAT MARK THE PROGTHE COMMISSION.
beyond anything hitherto used In the AiifiiRt- anth for Rnston to attend the
Munich
at
army,
AGE.
OF
was
THE
RESS
tested
German
flfth annual enCampment of the
Three shells, exploded zation gt. Paul, Denver, Tacoma, Ok- tore Krupp armor janoma city and Richmond, Va., are
by electricity,
Oyster Bay President Roosevelt
WESTERN NEWS.
plates to pieces.
after the 1909 convention, and Wiscon has máde public a report submitted to
sin delegates will endeavor to have the him August Cth by a special commisThe recent heavy rains in Missouri, Invention of Fritz Cehre.
The Cunard turbine steamer Lusl-tani- a encampment held at St. Paul or Den sion consisting of James Bronson Rey
Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska have asver, because of the great expense they nolds, Samuel B. Donnelly and Henry
has again lowered the one-dasured a heavy corn crop in nearly
record, having traveled 650 knots in are put to in going to Atlantic or Pa- Beach Needham regarding conditions
every section of those states.
hours from noon Sun- cific coast cities. An effort will be in Panama. The commission was ap
It is reported In Chicago that Pull the twenty-fou- r
AuguEt
16th
to noon Monday Au- made to unite all the western delegates pointed April 25th last.
day
man's mammoth shops are to be razed
record run, on these two cities.
That the President is pleased witn
and built upon a remodeled scale for gust 17th. The previous
the express purpose of the manufae 043 knots, was made by the Lusltanla
the report Is shown in a letter which-hJuly 6tu.
Belgium to Annex Congo State.
ture of steel palace cars.
sent to each member of the comBoston and eastern Massachusetts
Friday. He will submit the re
mission
A decrease of $10.532.788 In revenue
Brussels. The chamber of deputies
Half
wave."
"crime
a
undergoing
Congress
is
port
with appropriate
to
is
taxes
over operating expenses and
the Congo annexation
un has adopted
eighty-thre- e
shown bv the annual statements of a dozen murder mvsteries are still
fifty- votes
to
treaty
by
The commission reports that It in
the Union Pacific and Southern Pa- solved by the police. The undeniable five. The annexation of the Congo
to the fact
spected
the entire line of the canal excific companies, made public on the wave, of crime is credited out
of work state to Belgium is now practically as
are
foreigners
many
that
cavation
from La Boca, the southern
17th Inst.
sured, as the senate is ready to inCristobal, the
and are attempting to adopt the meth- dorse
bill. The personal rule of or Pacific terminus, to
On the 18th Inst, the Western Pasthe
European banditti.
northern or Caribbean terminus, ana
King Leopold In Africa is now drawing
senger association notified the Rock ods of
sev
Emneror William has given $24,000 to a close In the future he will have traveled through the excavation
Island road that their advertised rates
men
at
interviewing
the
eral
times,
refor
nothing to do with the state which is
of one and one-ha- lf
fares for Kansas to the Robert Koch foundation
state fairs was premature and illegal. sisting the spread of tuberculosis. to be administered by Belgium and work."
Indicating the scope of the inspec
Other Kansas roads protested strongly This donation completes the $100,000 It is hoped that maladministration in tion,
commission reports that it
stipulated
Carnegie
cents.
2
against the reduction from
that Andrew
this part of the world will now come to visitedthe
"government workshops,
the
gift
an end.
Governor John A. Johnson was re- should be subscribed before his
plants, warehouses, ship
construction
winter,
nominated for governor by the Demo- of a like amount, made last
yards, dredges, commissary stores,
available.
become
should
Five Millions in Gold.
cratic state convention of Minnesota
living quarters (that is, hotels, messes,
on the 19th Inst. The first mention of
kitchens, camps), schools, club nouses,
gold
in
million
dollars
Five
Denver.
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
his name was the occasion ot cheers
through
the streets courts, police stations, and the conva
bullion was moved
and applause that lasted sixty-fou- r
lescent home at Taboga."
Collins, Colo, of Denver Saturday and not a person
Ayres.
Fort
A.
Thomas
minutes.
President Roosevelt's letter to the
any
guessed
passing
who
saw
that
it
assistant
scientific
íDDolnted
has been
,
While Mr. Bryan was speaking at the in connection with the Agricultural thing but ordinary express packages Investigators says:
"I doubt if there Is any piece oi
ball park In Des Moines Friday night Department.
were in the five express wagons that
the temporary platform on which were
carried It from the Union depot to the work undertaken on behalf of the
The retirement of Rear Admiral Ev- United States mint. The bullion came American people of recent years of
seated several hundred people collapsed, but no one was hurt and he ans places Rear Admiral Spar E. from San Francisco, and is the largest which the American people have more
resumed his speech within five Goodrich, commandant of the Navy shipment of bullion received in Denver reason to be proud than of the work
Yard at New York, at the head of the at one time. It came over the Santa Fe hitherto done on the Panama canal.
minutes.
"The success has literally been asactive list of rear admirals of the route In charge of the Wells-FargEx
of
member
John V.. Farwell, senior
Goodrich will be re- press Company, guarded by six armed tounding. Five years ago, when we
Admiral
navy.
V.
the wholesale dry goods firm of J.
would
tired in January.
messengers and a representative of the undertook the task, no sane man
Farwell & Co., died at Chicago on the
results
hope
for
the
to
have
dared
At a banquet at the National Press Treasury Department.
20th Inst., after a long Illness, aged
which have already been achieved.
eighty three. He had been engaged in Club In Washington Saturday nignt,
The work itself has been advanced
who
has
Baldwin,
S.
Chicago
Capt. Thomas
the dry goods business in
more expeditiously than we had venPunished.
Hazers
Cadet
United
to
the
dirigible
just delivered a
since 1862.
to think, and the rapidity of the
was tured
States army at Fort Myer, announced
Washington. Announcement
progress has steadily Increased.
of
rate
that, he had been given a contract, soon
made Saturday by Secretary of War
"Meanwhile the treatment of hygienGENERAL NEWS.
airships
for
construct
to
signea,
to be
Wright that his recommendation for ic conditions on the Isthmus has been
nn aerial passenger line to piy
the punishment of the eight West Point such as to make It literally the model
In
the
In
primaries
Philadelphia and New York,
The Republican
suspended from the military for all work of the kind in tropical
state of Washington resulted in a small corporated in Massachusetts about Blx cadets
academy for hazing had been approved countries. Five years ago the Isthmus
mnlnritv for James Wickersham as weeks ago by Charles J. uuuaen.
for unhealth-Ines- s
by President Roosevelt. The order to of Panama was a
candidate for the United States Senate.
of the most deadly kind. At
reclamation service Saturday be issued by Secretary Wright, based
The
Crown Prince Frederick William was advised that high pressure gates unon the President's approval, will dis present the canal zone Is one of the
made his first balloon ascension at Ber- in the outlet tunnel of the Shoshone miss from the academy the two first healthiest places on the globe, and the
lin Friday and maneuvered for a short reservoir have been successfully in: men under suspension, and place un work which Is being prosecuted with
time in a military dirigible machine of stalled and that water Is flowing der suspension without pay and allowsuch tremendous energy is being prossystem.
the semi-rigithrough the tunnel. This marks an ances for one year the six members of ecuted under conditions so favorable
of the
Eugene W. Chafln, Prohibition can- Important step In the construction of the third class.
to the health and
didate for the presidency, was fcrm-mall- y what will be the highest dam in the
workers that the mortality among them
notified of his nomination and world, which the government Is erectis abnormally small.
Order Slot Machines Destroyed
"Finally, in addition to the extreme
delivered his speech of acceptance at ing in the canon of the Shoshone river
Denver. At Littleton Wednesday efficiency of the work under Colonel
Chicago on the 18th Inst.
In northern Wyoming, for the storage
District Judge Ashbaugh rendered a
exThe Methodist Episcopal church has of water to Irrigate 150,000 acres in the decision in the slot machine cases Goethals and his assistants and the
Cody.
hygienic success achieved
of
vicinity
electraordinary
begun an active crusade for the
I
Aug.
orderPetersburg
9th,
seized at
Dr. Gorgas, there is the further
tion of a speaker of the national House
The United States army now owns ing their destruction by tne sneriit. under
gratifying fact that
exceedingly
and
allow
will
"who
Representatives
dirigible
balloon.
of
tn3 Baldwin military
Judge Ashbaugh decided that the mongovCongress to vote the interstate liquor On the 18th inst. after three signal ey shoujd be taken from the machines on the isthmus the United States
itself
to
show
able
been
has
ernment
Fol-cuis
shipment bill."
corps officers, Lieutenants Lahm,
and the machines destroyed. Attorney
model employer. There are matters
Nearlv $16,000,000, it Is estimated,
and Selfrldge, had made eight trips Hilton was granted fifteen days to ato correct, of course, as your trip
Allen,
have
James
In the airship, General
are Involved In two contracts that
take the case to the Supreme Court. showed, but on the other hand it is truo
e
chief signal officer, informed Captain The ten machines ordered destroyed that the United States is looking after
just been signed in New York, one
Havana wilh a proper sewer Baldwin that having fulfilled his con are valued at about $200 each. The
Ihe welfare, health and comfort of
system, and the other for extensive tract he could turn over the balloon at machines occupy a cell In the county those
working for It as no other govcaptain
was
after
done
any time. This
paving of the city.
Jail, where they will probably remain ernment has ever done In work of like
of
until timo for the bonfire.
The London morning newspapers Baldwin had trained three officers
character."
have given great prominence to re- the Signal Corps to handle the craft to
satisfaction.
Allen's
recepGeneral
Shearing Is practically over in the
ports of the American fleet's
St. Louis Auditorium.
tion In Australia. Editorially they exthe Panama canal can be com- state and growers predict that WyomThat
press the fullest satisfaction at the pleted within five years and at much ing will produce at least 34,000,000
St. Louis. The cornerstone of the
warmth and brilliance of the welcome less cost to the government that has
being erected at the southColiseum
pounds of wool this year. The average west corner of Washington and Jefferaccorded the visitors.
been generally supposed is the informaweight of fleece will be close to eight son avenues, was laid Saturday. The
The Cunard liner Lusltanla reached tion which Colonel Goethals, engineer
to
expected
is
work,
pounds. This clip will be somewhat structure Is to be completed by the
of
the
charge
a
20th
in
after
inst,
the
on
York
New
voyage, having made the bring Secretary of War Wright from In excess of that of last year, which middle of October and will be one of
Colonel
most spacious public buildings in
passage in Just four days the Isthmus next month.
c
was 33,637,000 pounds. The growers the
disthe United States. It will be three
and fifteen hours. The best previous Goethals will visit Oyster Bay to
last year received $7,811,773 for their stories In height and In architecture
record, made by her Nov. 8th last, was cuss the situation with the President.
wool, but owing to the general reduc
before
to
the
Panama
will follow the Italian Renaissance.
return
will
forty
He
and
hours
eighteen
days,
four
tlon In. prices this year the value of The auditorium will have a seating
minutes, her new performance lowering various congressional committees arearly In November to In- the clip will not aggregate much more capacity of 14,000, which may be Inthe previous mark by three houra and rive therework.
creased on occasion to 20,000.
spect the
than $6,250,000.
forty minutes.
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Sewing Room Vaudeville.

"It's nip and tuck with me," said
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at the National Capital.
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CALIFORNIA
Eg Syrup Co.

60
and 75
WASHINGTON. The
millionaires that

by whom it is manufactured , printed on tde
front of every package.
SOLD bYALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
one size only, regular price 50 per bottle.

Deaths of Presidents.
Washington's death was due to
acute laryngitis; Adams, Madison and
Monroe, practically to old age; Jeffer-Bof-l,
chronic diarrhea; John Quincy
Adams, paralysis; Jackson, dropsy;
VaVn Buren, catarrhal affections of
the throat and lungs; William Henry
Harrison, pleurisy; Tyler, cause of
death not given by biographers; Polk,
cholera; Taylor, cholera morbus, combined with a severe cold; Fillmore,
paralysis; Pierce, dropsy; Buchanan,
rheumatic gout; Lincoln, Garfield and
McKlnley, assassinated; Johnson, paralysis; Grant, cancer at the root of
the tongue; Hayes, neuralgia of the
heart; Arthur, heart trouble, and Ben
jamin Harrison, pneumonia.
ECZEMA

FOR 55 "YEARS.

Suffered Torments from Birth I
Frightful Condition Got No Help
Until Cuticura Cured Him.

."I had an Itching, tormenting ecze
ma ever since I came into the world,
and I am now a man 55 years old

I tried all kinds of medicines I heard

but found no relief. I was truly
in a frightful condition. At last I
broke out all over with red and white
boiís, which kept growing until they
were as big as walnuts, causing great
pain and misery, but I kept- - from
scratching as well as I could. I was
so run down that I could Tiardly do
,
my work. I used Cuticura Soap,.
Resolvent, and Pills for about
eight months, and I can truthfully say
I am cured. Hale Bordwell, Tipton,
la., Aug. 17, 1907."
"I cheerfully endorse the above tesr
tlmonial. It is the truth. I know Mr.
Bordwell and know the condition he
was In. Nelson R. Burnett, Tipton, Ia.M
of,

Oinfc-ment-

India's Savings Banks.1 The postal savings bank of India
was established in 1882, in which year
the depositors numbered 39,121 and
the deposits amounted to $932.243. In
1907 the depositors numbered 1,190,
220 and the deposits amounted to $49,
223,283, which, perhaps, should not be
considered large in a country having
a population of some 300,000,000. but
the average Indian farmer, mechanic,
servant or laborer never deposits
money in a bank, but hides it away
in a pot or box in the ground. New
York World.

magnificently swell, the population of
the capital of the country innocently
and indirectly make life a burden to
their neighbors of a less estate. Money
is an awful nuisance, don't you see,
when it belongs to somebody else and
not to you.
The trouble of it is that one's
friends in the provinces ascribe even
to the lowliest In Washington some
occult power, over the pursestrings of

Relic

Sellers

the resident plutocrats.
There isn't a senator or congressman in the entire catalogue who isn't
persecuted by importunate constituents now and then .to convert himself,
in their interests, into a private rummage sale. There is a halcyon dream
prevalent that Washington flows with
milk and honey and crisp new paper
dollars, and that the beneficiaries are
eager to divide,' for value received.
Hawkers of old objects, valuable
either intrinsically or in only their
owners' eyes, are among the afflictions
prominent women have to bear.
There's scarce a day that some decayed gentlewoman or her emissary
isn't out peddling, in a deprecating
way, some valued heirloom that it
wrings her heart to part with. Family
jewels are always on the market, old
laces, books, and objects d'art,

the Sewing Machine, "though I often
strike the seamy side."
"I do something of a reel," announced the Spool Cotton.
"I have a good eye for the thread of
a plot," complacently declared the
Needle.
"I gather interest as I go along,"
boasted the Ruffler.
"I do a pretty smooth turn In my
cancan," modestly remarked the Oil.
"When I try to do anything," mournfully remarked the Eye, 'T get the

raí
Hook."

AND

t

WOMAN'S WORK

éÉU)

Cota

.

Uncle Sam Tells How to Make Pure Pies
much headway. Among the more Important studies of the methods of
manufacture and preservation of foods
and drugs were the bleached flour Investigation, the lemon oil Investigation, the whisky investigation and the
investigation of nonfermented beverages alleged to contain cocaine or

i

and legislation during
1907 is explained in detail in the year
book of the department of agriculture,
just issued-- . r The book shows that
methods of manufacture were studied
.by government :experts and whenever
possible assistance was given manufacturers in improving their methods.
By means of sterilization it was found
that various fruit, and vegetable products can be preserved without the
The
use of chemical preservatives.
experiments along this line resulted in
new methods for the preservation of
articles and canned goods.
Extensive investigations as to the
use of sulphur, for drying fruit were
made, 'resulting, In the discovery of
better, methods for drying fruit and in
disclosing the fact that molasses and
syrup do not contain so much sulphur
as- has generally been supposed.
The study of the influence of cold
storage .on' the value of food gaine;!
g

MR.

HANIHARA,

second

of the Japanese embassy artd a social favorite of the diplomatic corps, was so severely injured
frc-n- i
the result of his daring rescue
of an American woman from a
horse that he may suffer the
consequences for the remainder of his
life. The Japanese diplomat was battered and bruised and had his foot
His Faulty Memory.
badly crushed by the horse's hoof
so
typewriter
any
any
got
you
"Have
exterminators?" asked the small boy. that it will be months before It is
"What!" exclaimed the salesgirl, healed. The rescue occurred some
,
ddys ago.
aghast.
Mr. Hanihara was walking along
"Typewriter exterminators. I think
that's what they told me to get. Any- Rhode Island avenue on his way to
the embassy and had started to cross
how, it was something that"
erasers?"
the street when his attention was attypewriter
"Do you mean
"Well, maybe that was it, but what's tracted by cries of "Look out!" by
the difference? Ain't they the same? several persons in thé vicinity.a Turnlight
ing he saw á horse drawing
I want á dime's worth of 'em."
runabout with a young woman and
A man must stand erect, not be kept h companion' dashing toward him, The
irect by others Marcus AureUui.
run-áwá- y
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fuo.ls and drusi.'

Japanese Diplomat Stops a Runaway

MASAÑO

,.

Nature and a woman's 'work combined have produced the grandest
remedy for woman's ills that the
world has ever known. '
days of
In the ood
Lour,.grandmotherg they relied upon
:ótTíétrbjecttanable--dri!g--The experimental work of the bu- tne roots ana nems oi uio uvui w
reau of chemistry, the enforcement of cure disease and mitigate suffering.
the federal food and drugs act, numerThe Indians on our "Western
ous Investigations and the part played
can produce roots and
Plains
by various states in the enactment of herbs for every ailment, and cure
jaw's regulating Ihe manufacture and diseases that baffle the most skilled
sale of foods are some of the subjects physicians who have spent years in
treated in the book.
the study tf drugs.
The bureau of chemlsty established
From thé roots and herbs of the
ten additional branch laboratories field Lydia E. Pinkham more than
throughout the country, where sam- thirty years ago gave to the women
ples of food and drugs collected by In- of the world a remedy for their pespectors under the direction of a chief culiar ills, more potent and efficainspector are sent. During last year cious than a::y combination of drugs.
7,041 samples of foods and drugs were
Lydia E; TinkhamV Vegetable
sent to these laboratories, resulting in Compound is now recognized as the
323 hearings and the transmittal of 12
standard remedy for woman's ills.
criminal cases to the department' of
Mrs. Bertha Muff, cf :515N.CL Si,
Cn-of the
justice for prricru i
Lcuiáiiúyt,
Mo., writes ; ',
greatest dlfficulths encounters,.: .was
restoration to health
"Complete
to secure a sufficient number of inspectors or chemists possessing the means so much to me that for the sake
requisite training and experience .in of other suffering women I am willing
-

PROGRESS-TmTde'raoodanT'3iu-

.

horse was plunging wildly from side
to side, driving every one pell niell for
shelter as. it neared the spot where
Mr.
Hañihára stood. The young
Japanese, who stands about five feet
and Is small In proportion, dodged out
of the way, but no sooner had the
horse come abreast of him than he
made a leap for the bridle. The terrific speed of the enraged .animal
made him miss his hold and swung
him under the horse's hoofs, but' beV
fore he completely lost his hold hé
caught a grip on the bridle and swinging clear managed to climb on the
horse's back and bring him to his
knees. The animal regained his feet
however, and by rearing, attempted
to throw Mr. Hanihara from his back,
but the diplomat tightened his grip
gradually until the animal, snorting
with pain, confessed itself vanquished.
When Mr. Hanihara reached the
embassy he summoned his physician
who found that the horse had trampled on his foot and crushed it badly.
Treatment afforded little relief, as
the bones were so badly bruised that
an abcess formed and added considerable trouble. It is now feared that
an operation may be necessary.

to make my troubles public.
"Fortwelve years I had been suffer-- ,
ing with the worst forms of female ills.
During that time I had eleven different
physicians without help. " NO tongue
can tell what I suffered, and at times I
could hardly walk. About two years
ago I wrote Mrs. Pinkham for advice.
I followed it, and can truly say that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Mrs; Pinkham's advice restored health and strength. It is
worth mountains of gold to suffering
women."

What Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did for Mrs. Muff,
it will do for other suffering women.

SICK HEADACHE
CARTER'S

QlTTLE

flVER

Positively cured by
these Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress (rom Dyspepsia, I
and Too Heart;
Eating. A perfect remedy (or Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue, Fain in the

Side,

They regulate the Bowels.

TORPID

LIVER.

Purely Vegetable.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE,

CARTERS

Genuine Must Bear
Signature
Fac-Simi- le

ÍIVEA

JIpíUs.
REFUSE

SUBSTITUTES,

which there is a song which the Paris
SHE WAS NO HASBEEN.
students sing when Inspired by it
There is something (observing this Smoking Car Just the One Old Woman
just as the Prohibitionists have nom
Wat Looking For.
inated their ticket) rather appalling
to read that of the various grades of
"Madam," said the brakeman as the
brandy the passengers consumed 20,- - train stopped at a village station and
641 bottles and 73,384 gallons.
a little old woman started to enter
But these are after all trifling nips the smoking car. "the car back is the
when we come to look at the figuras one you want."
relating to beer, for of that beverage
"How do you know?" she tartly
more than half a million gallons were asked.
drunk, and It is not reported that the
"Because this is the smoking car."
quartermasters had any unusual police
She pushed past him and climbed
duty to perform at that.
up the steps, and after taking a seat
The recent installation of the a la she pulled out and filled a pipe, struck
carte system In the restaurants of a match on the sole of her shoe, and
the modern liners accounts for an after drawing a few puffs she said to
amazing growth in the consumption a man smoking a cigar across the
of delicacies, such as were seldom aisle:
found on even the best ships when
"That young feller out there don't
the business of feeding passengers know half as much as he thinks he
was exclusively table d'hote.
does."
Restaurant diners on the liners
"How so?" was asked.
whose figures are being considered
"He took me for an old woman that
consumed many, many thousand part had never rode on the cars before, and
ridges, snipe, quails, pheasants, grouse, told me this was the smoking car."
canvasback ducks. They demanded
"And you wanted this car?"
literally many hundreds of thousands
"Why, I never ride in any other
of live lobster and crawfish, of fresh not unless my pipe is broke, my tolittlenecks, blue points and softshell bacco all out and none o you men-folk- s
crabs.
will lend me a cigar."
They consumed such a quantity of
ONE EXCEPTION.
green turtle soup that the chefs had
to use up 13,407 pounds of fresh turtle in its making.
Coming around to the more sub
stantial articles of diet, it is found
that of fresh beef there was used 8,- 311,927 pounds, and of pork and veal
and mutton about 750,000 pounds each.
Copyright bj Waldon J'awcatt
Potatoes to go with these weighed in
Charles W. Fairbanks.
Recent portrait of son of
excess of 10,000 tons, a very fair cargo
in itself.
The passengers seem to begin the
day with hearty appetites, as well as
Easy Edmund It's one uv de frail
going to lunch and dinner in the same ties uv our poor human nature dat no
blessed condition. They consumed of matter how much a man gits he wants
eggs, 6,500,000 and of calves' liver and more.
bacon an appropriate quantity to supDrather Sitdown (thoughtfully)
ATLANly greater than any passenger, no mat- Dlement the eggs, and with their Oh, I dunno 'bout dat. Not in a police
PASSENGERS CROSSING
ter how good an appetite he has.
morning toast 216,503 tins of manna court he don't
TIC CONSUME BIG STORE.
Before noting some of the figures lade and other such sweets.
of food it Is pleasing to observe some
As if these figures were not proof
A Financier.
On One Line the Cost Was $4,000,000 of those relating to beverages. Now, enough that Lloyd's should make a
"Dear, what In the world was the
as to champagne, which is Bald to very low rate of insurance against sea lawn mower doing at the foot of the
In a Year Beer by Half Milbe an excellent cure and for that mat- sickness these days it Is noted that stairs when I came in at midnight last
lion Gallons and 6.500,-00ter a preventive of seasickness, pas besides what smoking material pas night?"
of Eggs.
sengers last year pulled the plugs sengers took on board with them
"Didn't you tell me that you had
New York. It must be the
out of only a few more than 51,000 2,327,225 cigars and packages of cigar taken out an accident policy on your
attachment on the modern
bottles of champagne.
ettes were had from the smoking life?" Houston Post.
When it comes to claret the figures room steward.
atlantic liner, or else the ball bearings
on which they run, which has reduced jump so respectably that it is seen
It is Interesting to note In
FRIENDLY TIP
that while the consumption of
the proverbial amount of seasickness that a man max raise a thirst someRestored Hope and Confidence.
.among the passengers.
where west of Suez as well as east. beer, wine and spirituous liquor IndiSeasick passengers, no matter how Of that cheerful and ruddy beverage cated pretty generous living, figuring
After several years of Indigestion
s
passengers consumed on the basis of all the passengers car and its attendant evil influence on the
many of them are carried, could not the
ried for the year, each passenger con- mind, It is not very surprising that
comfortably consume food of . which 129,209 bottles.
s
of á one finally loses faith In things genThat sounds pretty good, but the sumed, after all, only
the wholesale cost for one line alone
passengallon of such cheering beverages, erally.
in 1907 was more than $4,000,000. This consumption by the third-clas- s
is seen at once when It is noted that gers makes it appear a mere tipple by while the average consumption of
A N. Y. woman writes an interesting
the total expense for coal on the same comparison, for those in the steerage mineral water was a full gallon. These letter. She says:
line was but $7,000,000, and, of course, joyfully drank not less than 121,297 figures do not Include 76,223 bottles
"Three years ago I suffered from
none of the boilers was seasick and gallons of claret, presumably of the of Bterilized milk, which were dealt an attack of peritonitis which left me
their consuming capacity is notorious- variety known as petit bleu, about out to the children on board.
in a most miserable condition. For
over two years I suffered from nervousness, weak heart, shortness of
WOMAN BECOMES A PILOT.
breath, could not sleep, etc.
"My appetite was ravenous, but I
Takes Out License to Help Color
felt starved all the time. I had plenty
&
Blind Husband.
of food but it did not nourish me
Countess Weds Railroad Man, Then was asked to come to Rome, where because of intestinal indigestion. Med
ceremony
the
was to be performed,
Father Takes Her Away.
St. Louis. Working up from the
' ical treatment did not seem to help,
But he said he could not get away
bottom to steamboat pilot is the story
I got discouraged, stopped medicine
rehe
to
Okla.
MuBkogee,
induced
the
Italians
Louis Accassano, and
of Mrs. Wyllla Hulett, member of the
and did not care much whether I lived
steamboat family of Beardstown, 111., an Italian count, and his eldest daugh turn to America and meet him at or died.
a
Weleet-kOkla.
Dustin,
were
Esther,
at
arrested
Who was given a pilot's license. Capt. ter,
"One day a friend asked me why I
They arrived at Dustin in due time
a few days ago, the former being
Archie Gordon, United States inspector
stop drinking
didn't try Grape-Nutcount
the
daughter,
and
suspicious,
became
kidnaping
his
charged
Huwith
but
Mrs.
of steamboats, who examined
coffee, and use Postum. I had lost
s
lett, said that she made an exceptional who but a few days before had been while he was investigating Into
everything, but to please my
wealth the latter took the girl to faith in
married to James S. Lalley.
showing in navigation.
began to use both and Boon
friends
I
justice
were
of the peace and they
The arrest was made by Sheriff a
Mrs. Hulett's husband, George Huvery fond of them.
became
lett, a steamboat engineer, failed to Smith, but after Accassano told his married.
"It wasn't long before I got some
When the count discovered that Lal
pass the examination when he applied story he and his daughter were restrength,
felt a decided change in my
was a penniless section boss he
for a pilot's license recently on account leased and are now on their way to ley
system, hope sprang up in my heart
enraged
spirited
his
became
and
They will sail for Italy
New York.
of color blindness.
and slowly but surely I got better. I
daughter away.
Capt. Gordon, who examined Mrs. In a few days.
could sleep very well, the constant
agreed
girl
only
The
claimed
she
The Italian claims his daughter was
Hulett, said that she was among the
to marry Lalley and that the cere- craving for food ceased and I have
very few who gave with unerring ac- deceived into marrying Lalley, whom mony
must be performed by a Catho- better health now than before the atcuracy the entire list of beacon lights she believed to be a millionaire railJames is still working as tack of peritonitis.
lic priest
"My husband and I are still using
and day marks along the Illinois river road magnate, but who turned out to a section boss and will not spetod his
Grape-Nut- s
for 150 miles, telling the color of each be a Bection boss.
and Postum." "There's a
city.
summer
in
the Eternal
Count Accassano was sent to Mexiand of the day mark signs.
Reason,"
ingovernment to
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Mrs. Hulett, who has spent much co In 1904 by his
Behind the Scenes.
Creek,
Mich.
time on Bteamboats since her marriage spect railways, and at Monterey he
Read, "The Road to
"Who is your understudy? He Is a
Lalley. Lalley
Wellville,"
pkgs.
four years ago, has served as clerk, and his daughter met
in
a boy."
stewardess, steersman and assistant wooed and won the girl, and when broth of
Ever read the above letter? A new
"Yes, he'B a 'supe.' "Baltimore
engineer. She applied for the license Accassano returned to Rome a year
one appears from time to time. They
later the couple were engaged. Lalley American
are genuine, true, and full tf human
ia an effort to heln her husband.

RICHARD
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NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Claimant names as witnesses: Nestor C. de Baca, Juan M. C. de year proof, to establish claim to
Sylviano Roybal, Edward Austin, Baca, Julio Lovato, Pedro J. Lo- the land above described, before
Department of the Interior,
, vato, all of Leon, ü'. M.
A. S. Busnkevitz, U. S. CommisUnited States Land Office, Eliseo Austin, Zacearías
all of Gould, New Mexico.
Clayton N. M. July 7, 190H.
sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M.
W.
Edward
Fox.
'
on the 5th day of October, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Joe m" I "
10-Edward W. Fox,
Register.
'
Regis'ter.
Brown, of Roy, N. M., who,, on
Claimant names as witnesses;
August 24, 1903, made homestead
Aurelio Aldeiz, Thomas McGrath
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Notice for Publication.
entry No. 4950, (Serial No. 07(5)
Trinidad McGrath, Manuel
Department
of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
for SE
all of Roy, N. M.
SW
section 14,- NE
United States Land Office,
NW
N
NE
s33i c. l S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Clayton N. M:
Edward W. Fox.
July 28th, 1908.
June i:$th, Km.
23, township 17 nj range 25 e',..N.
Register.
Notice is hereby given that Emerson
Notice is hereby given that
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice P.
of Abbott. N. M., who, La Sarita Lujan of Roy, N.
M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.'
of intention to make final five on March 12th, l!l(i:t, made Homestead
who,
on
1903", made
September
24,
Department
of tho Interior,
Application
7450,
No.
for
W
SE
year proof, to establish claim to
and S
NK 14, Section XI, Town- homestead entry (Serial No 0418)
U.
S.
Land Offiice.
the land above described, before ship 23 N,
24 K, N. M. P. MeNo. 5056, for S
NW
and Clayton, N. M. August 14th, 1908.
A. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Commis- ridian, has liante.
iiled notice of intention to S
section 15 township
Notice is hereby given that
sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M. make Final five year proof, to estab- 21 N., NE
25 E., N. M. Meri- Manuel Gonzales y' Duran,
range
lish
claim
to
the
land
described,
above
24th
day of August, 1908.
on the
A. S. Bushkevitz, at Hoy, N. dian, has filed notice of intention
of Petra Torres de
Claimant names as witnesses: before
M., on the 1st day of August, 1!KW..
to make final five year proof, to Martinez, deceased, of Roy, N.
Louis Lujan, Jose Ma Gallegos,
Claimant names as witnesses: WalM., who on July 7,. 1903, made
Dolores Maestas, Hilario Lujan, lace H. McUuire. Mrs. S. J. McGuire, establish claimW.to the land
H. Wilcox, U" homestead entry Ño. 47t34 (serial
Sam Melvin. of Van IIouliten. N. M.:
M.
all of Sanchez,-NS. Court Commissioner,"at his No. 0070), for sw
Chas. Crahani, of Abbott. N. M.
sw
sec.
Edward W. Fox.
Manuel H. Otero,
office in Roy, N; M.1, on the 7th 15, and w
nw
and nw
'': "Register.
.Register.
day of September, 1908.
sw
section 22, township 19 n.
Claimant names as "witnesses; range 27e., N. M. P. Meridian,
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Paulito
Raphel Lujari, has filed notice of intention
Department of Interior,
Department
of the Interior- - ' Igancio Maestas, Juan'L. Maes- to make Final five year proof,
Office,
United States Land Offiicej tas all of Roy, N..M.
to establish claim to the land
Clayton N. M. July 7, 1908
'
Clayton, N. M. July 28th, .1908.
W.
'Edward
Fox:
aboyé described, before U. S.
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given that
liegister. Vommissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,
Jose Urbano Baca, of Albert, N. Virginia
Leal, of Roy, X: M., who
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the
M., who, on December íii), 1901,
'
on
August
3, 10t):i, made home5th day of October, 1908.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION'
made homestead uehtry No. '41?,
No..
stead
entry,,.(04J9)
4867,
for
XW'1-4- ,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Depart went of the Interior, '
(Serial No. 075) for;.S
NW.
NE.
ection 24 S.
United, states Land Office,'1 Jose B. Garcia, Jose de, 'Jesus
and jS'l-- NE
section 32, SE.
section 13, township 19 N. ...Clayton, N. M..Aug. 14,1908,, Garcia, Eulatea io Ulibarri, '
township 20 n, range 28 e, N. M.
2(5 ,E and SW., V4' SW.'.''l-range
Qarcia, all of ,Roy, N. m!'
Notice js ihe.reby given that
P. Meridian,' has filed notice of
l'A, township 19 N, range
'. .Edward W. Fox,'
Trinidad
AscenLucero,
of
i.itention to make final five year section
heir
27 E., N. M. Meridian,' bos' filed,
sion Bernal,.of Roy, 'N. M., who
Register.
proof, to establish clajm'ito the
notice of intention to maleé final April I)
made' homestead
land above described, befi r? W, five
NOTICE
for PUBLICATION.
year proof, to est.iblis'lix'la'fii.i entry No..,4497 (serial, No. (H)(5U):
U. S. Court CommisII.
Department of the Interior,
to
de(described,"
above,
the
land
'
for'S'
ne
nw
sec. 3l s
sioner,. U't his office in. Roy, X.'M:
"United Stateslliiind Offiice,
scribed, before A. S. BushkeA'itz,
section 32, township-21n- :,
mi the 25th day of August, 1908'; U.
Clayton,' N. M. July 7, 1908.
S.
Commissioner, at hisoffice i;ange 25e:, N.,:M. P. meridiaii,
Claimant ívjmes as witnesses-JosM)tice
is hereby given that Jose
Roy, N. M. on the 7tb;day! of liawifiled notice- of
Esau Maestas, of Could,' N. in
to Garcia, of Gallegos, N. M.,. who
intention'
September 1U08.
make- Final five, year proof," to esM..; Joe .Lucero, Jose Leandro
made- .' GJairrrnnt-rnmas witness?!: tabRWiicliimwtb' the lancl Hlxve" on-- DecejuLer 29, .1902
Martinez, of Roy, N. M .; Doroteo
hctóiesféa entry No.- 4278 (Serial
Irenio
Martinez,
Jose
Bascilio
described, beftlwAiS. Bushke No, 0(x i for. Lots ,1, 23 and-4Garcia, of Albert'? N. M.
Garcia, Antonio Mascaranaes, vite,' Uv vSii'J'CoinmisKloner,
Edward W. Fox,
at his section J0, township 'I8n., range
Jos:? Garcia all of Solano, N. M:
offi.cei'm Mfff-- , S:,- M. on the 3rd 32é., N. M; P. Meridian, has
Register.
filed
W. Fox.
Edward
day tifOo'bej-'- 1908;
"
'
notice:of; intention to make Final
Register. ''
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Claiteiint nanieiy m witnessesr five year proof, to establish
.'i
claim
Department of the Interior,
Feliciano:
LuéeroyAdolfo
to
the
land
above
bedescribed,
"
U. S. Land Office at Clayton'.N.M.
NOTJCE f(.)l PUBLICATION.!
Ta; fore Manuel Martinez,
'ohn
U.
S.
Department otVthe Interior,
July 7, 1908.
sliarskiyiflll of Roy.'-'N.-'Court Cnmisskner, at his office
Lmd'Offi
United States
ice,
Notice is hereby given that
Edvyard W. Ii)xv
in; Gallegos,-- - N. M. on h the 21st
:
1908.
Jose Francisco Garcia for heirs Clayton, NT. M. July
Register. ' day of September, 1908; 1.: "
1047 u!
i
Notice is hereby given that
'.',
of Francisco G. Combs, deceased
.
Claimant names as '' witnesses:
of Roy, N. M., who, on July 7, George Kemple,,of Solano, N.'aJ. '"'"'N'OTICE for PUBLICATION. V;-' Gregorio Garcia,
Juan aGarciu,
entry No. who on February 25,', 1907, made
903,' made
of tie InteriiH',-'.- , Jose Mi Martinez PedroMuniz,
Department
47o5, (Serial No; 074) ifor S
S homestead entry (0401) No. 155'28
States
all of Gitllegos-Office,
M.
,
section 21, township
W
SE
'
and S
section for SW.
.CMÍñlÑAl.-Aiust"
Edward
W.Fox.
tixm:
22, township 1'.) n,l iMnge27 e, N. 19N,.raige 28 E., n. M.. Meri- '"" Notice ish'eroby given' tliat
Register.'
M, P. Meridian, has tiled notice diiun, has filed notice of intention
tjf Rty,N. U.
Pelicano.
Lucero,,
nm)..fintil commutiition proof, who on Ap.r,il. 1, 190.3, made
NOTICE for PI' BLICATION
of intention to make final five y ear
Department
(f the Interior,
proof, to establish claim to the to esta iish claim to the land No- 4498... (serial. No.
ve d .'scribed, before A." S. 0V;)8)fw s
states1
United
L'dnd Office,
land above described,-- before Ral,4.'c. 32,;w,
Clttytonj-M.August, 14 1908.
fael Aguilar, 'U. .8..Court .Com- Bushkivitz. U. S. Commissioner, nw
2 In.,
33,towns3iip
Notice is hereby given' that
missioner, at his office' in Wagon tit his' office in Roy, N. M.' on the range15 e.,N. M. P.o Meridian;
'
Dempt
day of 7th day of .September HUM.
Mound, N. M., on
rio Garcia, of Gould, N. M.
hatf filed notice ot. rintention vt)
'Claimant names as- witnesses;
August 5, 1902, made
who,
August, T.108.'.
'on
v
yjCitr Proof, to,
Claimantjiames as witnesses: F. M. Hughes, J. L.'Nicolay, Joe
entry No. 3899 (Sehomestead
land above
015(57) for S
Nt.
Irenio Martinez, Nazario Flores, Fry, L. B. Fry all of Solano, N. M. described
S. E.
rai
A. Sj Bushke2 Ii,ind W.
2 SW-1-l
Edward W. Fox.
'Seci
Daniel Romero, Antonio
Sec. t2
C()inmitsionw,-iati,hivitz, US.
- .
Register.
n,
28 e. N.
of Roy, N. M.
range'
tiftvnwinr.l
N.
Roy,
office
M.,
nth.in
on
' ' '
3rd
'
M. PAMeridian, has filed notice
Edward V. Fox,
day, of October, ,19U8...
of: intention to make final five
Register.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
.t Claimant names, as witnesses;.
.V'éftriproof.' to establish claim to
Monto;
Adolfo.
Lucero,
of
Department
Trinidad
the Interior
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.
then-linabove described, before
United States Land Office,
i'a, Thomas Mc(irath, Jolm.Ta-sharski- ,
Department of the Interior,
S.
Alex.
Bushkevitz, U.
all of Roy,(N, .M. .
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,N.M. Clayton, N..M August 14th, 19(K
at his office in Roy, N.
W.
gi.v.en
BonFox.
Eward
..Notice is hereby
that
" 'i)trrjr7,"lU0H, - ifacio
M-011 the 3rd day of Oct; 1908;
Register.
E.
M.,
Lovato;
N.
Leon,
of
Notice is hereby given that
.r ;C.laimant names .as 'witnesses:
Augustin Garcia, Of Gould, N. M. who, on June, 0, 1903,. made
B. Garcia, Leonor Pacheco, .1.
J.
4(59
1, serNOTICIO í'OH PI BLICATION.
who, on March 7, ' 1903, made homestead entry, No
M.
Flores, N azaro Flores, all oí
'
0571),
n'w
for nw
Department of the Intenur.
homestead entry No. 4419, (Serial ial no.
?
Roy,N:--M- .
sw
sec. 17, s.
U. S. Land Office,
NW
SW sec. 20, sw
No. 07:) for SE
'
Edward
s. e.
section 1H, township
Clayton, N. M. August 14; 1908.
SW
NE
and
14 NE
Register.
Notice is hereby given that
section 21), town- 18 n., range ill e., N. M. P. MeriSE
NW
filed
dian,
notice
of
to
intention
his
Juan N. Moatoya, of Roy, N. M,
ship 19 n, range 29 e, N. M. P.
Congress
Meridian, has tiled notice of in- make Final five ye ir proof, to' who on April 27, 1901, 'made Irrigation
to
claim
above
establish
the
land
51,
No.
28
entry
Homestead
five
(seri
final
year
tention to. make
OFFiCAL SOUVENIR WATCH FOB ,
SE
proof, to establish Claim to the described, before U. S. Court al no. 0 571) for S
only watch fob authorized by
The
NE
5, and N
1 ind above described,
section 8. National Irrifrution (Jonjrivss. lliih
before W. Commissioner, Manuel Martinez,
A
II. Willcox, U. S. Court Commis- at his offi.-- in G.illcgos, N. M,, on township 19 X, range 25 E., X. M. work of art. Male in i'oi)ieroid ;
Senl for one
sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M. the 2 lt'n day of September, 190 P.'meriui aa, has ,filed notice ol oxide, silver,'
Sauvfeñír Fob Co., 1'. (.
CI ti n nt nucs as witnesses; intentions to make liinil five
on the 24th day of August, 190.
Box 410".AlbiHiuei,(jne, New
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CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Santa Fe, N. M., August 18, 1908.
A sufficient contest affidavit having
cO
August 24th 1908.
been filed in this office by Damacio
M. E. Morse left Tuesday for his
A sufficent contest affidavit having
of Roy N. M., contestant,
J. B. Carson came up from Solano been filed in this office by Luis Silva, Tafoya,
old home in Le Roy, Minn.
against
Homestead entry No. ?8ti0,
on business yesterday.
of Roy, N. M, contestant, against made March 24, 1904, for the w 2 se
Fresh bread, cakes and pies always
se 4 se 4 and sw 4 ne 4 secMalaquias Baca, U. S. Commission homestead entry No. 7861, made March
on hand at the Royal Cafe. tion 22, township 22n., range 24e., by
24, 1904, for E. 2 NE 4 and E.
De
of
er,
here
business
was
on
Haven,
Jack W. Perry, Contestee, in which it
The seven year old son of Frank
SE
section 34, township 22 N., is alleged that "said Jack W. Perry
Gonzales is reported as very ill with Wednesday.
range 24, E., by Alexander H. Perry, has wholly abandoned said tract; that
inflaraation of the stomach.
Dr. Frank Brady, of Solano, was
Contestee, in which it is alleged that he has changed his residence therefrom
Fall line of poods arriving every in Koy On professional business 'said Alexander H. Perry has wholly for more than six months since mak:'
ing said entry; that said tract is net
Thursday.
day at Floersheims.
abandoned said track; that he has settled upon and cultivated by said
W. Mills, a prominent lawyer changed his residence therefrom for party as required by law; that he has
wanted Some good clear photo- ofM.Springer,
was in town on business more than six months sinc-- making failed to comply with the homestead
graphs of crops, gardens or stock in
laws as to residence and cultivation
yesterday.
saih entry; that said track is not set- since entering
or about Roy. Call at this office.
same; that for the last
partwo years last past, he was absent
W. Gibson, U. S. Land Inspector, tled upon and cultivated by said
Mrs, Alice Drumheller, who for the
ty as required by law; that since from the said land and such absence
past two weeks has been here living is in Roy this week looking after making entry, he has never established continues to be such to tne present
on her claim left Tuesday to join her government land and checking up residence on his claim nor has he in date; that he has totally abandoned '
same never expecting to return"; and
daughter and son in Cherry vale, Kans. homesteaders.
any way complied with the homestead that said alleged absence was not due
Mrs. John S. Miller of Strong City law, and that he has been abscent to his employment in the military or
Get your seed now. Turkey Red
service of the United States in
Winter wheat and seed rye the very Kansas is visiting her father and from said land for more than three naval
time of war; said affidavit having been
Mr.
and
mother,
Mrs.
Jacob
North.
years last past and continues so until rued July z, 1908, said parties are
best. Get them atFloersheims.
hereby notified to apear, respond,
- the present date and he has totall y
salestraveling
Delbert
Swetraan,
Mrs. Geo. Lucas, who for the past
; and that said and offer evidence touching said alle
said
land"
week
of
City
Kansas
is
here
this
look
sick
home
been
at her
week has
in
alleged abscence was not due to his gation at 10 o'clock a. m. on October
1908, before A. S. Bushkevitz, U.
Kansas Valley is reported as much ing after the interests of his firm and employment
in the military or navy S. Commissioner, at Roy, N. M., and
building on his claim north of town.
improved.
service of the United States in time of that final hearing will be held at 10
P. T. Long travelirig salesman for wars: said affidavit having been filed Ju o'clock a. m. en October 12, 1908.
Mrs. Mamie George, who for some
time has been the guest of her parents the Courtney Shoe Co., of St. Louis, lv 25, 1098. said parties are hereby hbtifi
ine sam contestant having, in a
Mr. and Mrs. McFall, returned to her was calling on local merchants Mon edto appear, respond and offer evidence proper affidavit, tiled August 15, 1908,
day and Tuesday and visited with touching said allegation at 10 o'clock set forth facts which show that after
home in Duncan, Oklahoma.
due diligence pereonal service of this
Miss Hazel Reed left this week for Mr. and Mrs. McFall.
m. on October 3rd 1908, before A. notice can not be made, it is hereby
Fort Wayne, Indiana where she will Mr. and Mrs Warren Kinney and S. Bnshkevitz, U. S. Commissioner, ordered and directed that such notice
given due and proper publication.
make her home with her sister and daughter Amy, arrived Sunday from at Roy, N, M (and that final hearing le
Manuel H. Otero, v
attend school. Miss Hazel made a Cherryvale, Kansas and will resume will be held at 10 o'clock a. m. on
Register.
host of friends "while here and all re- their risidence at there home in Kan October 13, 1908,before) the Regiter
gret to see her leave, yet send with sas Valley. Mr. Kinney, found things and Receiver at the United States
CONTEST NOTICE.
..
'
her their best wishes.
here looking better than he expected, Land Office in Santa Fe, N. M. ' '
Department of the Interior,
The said contestant having, in a
United States Land Office,
O. H. Kerns and Mrs. Harry Scott ne being irom nansas, says crops
Santa
Fe, N. M.,' August 18, 1908. "
24th
filed
VM
August
proper
affidavit,
is
suffering
there
for
rain.
attended the Normal Institute at WaA
contest affidavit having
sufficent
set forth .facts which snow mat altar
gon Mound Monday and Tuesday
Mrs. D. Ella Romine and daughter diligence personal service of this no been filed in this office by Federico
Tafoya, of Roy, N. M., contestant,
which is in session this week. They Miss Grace left Tuesday for their for
report that much interest is being raer home in Cherryvale, Kans. where tice can not be made' it is hereby or against Homestead entry No. in4,
made Masch 24, 1904, for the e 2 ne
manifested and about seventy. five both have positions in the Cherryvale dered and directed that sudh notice 4 and e 2 se 4 section 27, townpublicadue
be given by
and proper
teachers in attendanca.
ship 22 n. range 24 e., by Maragret
schools .as teachers.
Their many tion.
Perry, contestee, in which it is alleged
Mrs. Cart, who for some weeks has friends here were loath to see them
Manuel R.Otero,"
that " said Miss rerry has wholly a- been visiting her daughter Mrs. J. O. leave. Although their abscence will
bandoned said tract; that she has
Register.
changed her residence therefrom for1
Byrd left Tuesday for 'Old Mexicn only be temporary as they expect to
more than six months since making
Mrs.
winter.
the
Chrismas
and
spend
return
will
spend
holi
their
where she
said entry; that said tract is not
PUBLICATION.
Cart was well pleased with our country days at their home in Kansas Valley
NOTICE FOR
settled upon and cultivated by said
and expects to return in the spring
party, as required by law; never built
Department of the Interior,
a house upon the land since making
and make her home here.
, Unites States Land Office,
entry to the present date, nor has she
ITEMS.
Clayton. T. M August 21st 1908- m any way complied with the requireR. D. Clements, of Cherry vale Kan
(Too lAte For Lost Week)
Notice is hereby given that ments of the homestead law as to resiis
and
Saturday
last
arrived
sas
Webb. Hancock is plowing for Chas Oscar E. Dolch, óf Roy, N. M dence or cultivation; that she has been
building upon and improving his
for more than three years last
Wetheral this week.
who, on February 11, 1907 made absent
farm in Kansas Valley. Mr. Clements
past up to the present date; she now
Mr. W. L. Sutton and Tom Mar homestead entry No. 15028, (ser resides muaiitorniaand will never rereports that it is very dry in Kansas
low
are home from Las Vegas.
ial no. 0783). for SW. 4 section turn toherclaim;" and that said alleged
for
suffering
is
crop
corn
the
that
and
pleased
with
rain, but was more than
Miss Ward reeevec1 her commission 29, township 20 NM range 26 E. absence was not due to employment
N. M. P. meridian, has filed no in the military or naval service of the
as Post Mistress at Mills, Tuesday
the prospects here.
United States intime of war; said
tice of intention to make final affidvait having been filed July 25, h'M
'
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Meuret, Mr.
We are having plenty of rain these
commutation proof, to establish said parties are hereby notified to apand Mrs. I. E. Lowe, Dick Thornburg, days and every thing is growing fine, claim to the land above described pear, respond, and offer evidence
E. E. Meuret and Miss Alice Lowe
said allegation
at 10
W. H. Van Duyns, J. H. Spencer before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Court touching a. m.
on October 2, 1908, beo'clock
totiirned this week from a two weeks
and Miss Maggie Ward went to Roy Oommissioier at his office .in fore A. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Comtrin in the mountatns, while away they Tuesday on business.
Roy, N. M., on the 2nd day of Oc missioner, at Roy, N. M., (and that
visited Ocate, Hall Peak, Black Lakes
final hearing will beheld at 10 o'clock
tober 1908.
a. m. October 12, 1908, before) the
and Guadalupe. Although having W.' L. Sutton had a very valuable
names
as
witnesses
Claimant
Register and the Receiver at the Unitkilled Sunday night by
been rained upon almost every day mule
John Turner, Filetus H. Poster, ed States Land Office in Santa Fe, N.
time.
excellent
an
they report
hs wolves.
Edward B. Holmes and Millard M.
The
contestant
having
in a
said
having,
upon
M.
Roy,
selves
N.
of
all
Alldridge,
Office
our
new
the
supplies
Post
pride
for
We
The
proper affidavit, filed August 15, 1908.
Edward W. Fox,
made a rare discovery, We have has arrive and Miss Maggie Ward
set lorth facts which show that after
Register,
found a person who besides being one will soon be ready to receive mail.
due diligence personal service of this
notice can- not be made, it is hereby
of the busiest souls our country affords
The writhter got some very fine
ordered and directed that such notice
give
to
to
time
had
least
at
has
FOR SALE.
peaches from the orchard ranch of
be given due arid proper publication.
thought to the mechanism of life M.
Manuel R. Otero, '
W. Mills. Some of the largest
4
one
of
claims
in
side
Relinquishment
physical
not to the chemical or
Register.
....
inches.
eight
measures
body with two good houses, well with
of life but to the mental side We
Alex. Holmes and wife, of Caleza, plenty of good water; partly under
win Ti,Mihinor the first treatise on
Taken Up
and Homer Homes of Roy, was vis fence, 1200 fence posts, 25 acres brok"The New Idea" next week.
iting E. D. Lumbaugh Saturday and en and 10 in crops, cash value of im- - Two burros; on9 mouse colored
PLLG on left hip with yearIn the last week several of of our Sunday.
provments $1000.00 Adjourns the rail- branded
ling colt following.
One red colored
farmers have brought in samples of
1600.00
sell
if taken branded VA on rignt hip with croo
for
road. Will
wife,
them
Red
of
and
placed
Martin
Walter
have
and
their products
within the next sixty days. For par- - on right ear, followed by a black
in vh nffli-f- t for exhibition. The Bauin River Canyon were in Mills on busi ticulars call on or adresss the uuib- - wiiu iwu uveruiis on ieii ear.
Bros, have a sample of corn which Wednesday They brought up a load Roy Realty & Investment Company Owner may have same by calling at
my place and paying for damages
measures eight feet, although being of very fine peaches.
have
and this add.
they,
also
ear,
Mr.
of
good
son
All.
the
Alldridge
a
has
it
late
Emmett
Pedro Laurobach
A social dune i will be given, at the
for the Floer-sheisome oats the heads measuring from dridge the book-keepLa Cinta Canyon.
Bushkevitz
hall
evening,
on
Satuday
has
Holmes
d
Rev.
stany-eMercantile Co., of Roy,
ten to twelve inches.
millet four feet high, he was showing
all night with W. H. Van Duyne Sept. 5th. Music by the home orchesTry a Spanish-America- n
wait al
some potatoes of this years crop that on his way to Springer Tuesday night. tra. All are invited, a good time they do the work
promised.
large as teacups.
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